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Oil shale deposits of the Green River Formation (GRF) in Northwestern Colorado, 
Southwestern Wyoming, and Northeastern Utah may become one of the first oil shale deposits to 
be developed in the U.S. because of their richness, accessibility, and extensive prior 
characterization. Oil shale is an organic-rich fine-grained sedimentary rock that contains 
significant amounts of kerogen from which liquid hydrocarbons can be produced. Water is 
needed to retort oil shale at an approximate rate of three volumes of water for every volume of 
oil produced. Concerns have been raised over the demand and availability of water to produce oil 
shale, particularly in semiarid regions where water consumption must be limited and optimized 
to meet demands from other sectors. Water demand and availability for oil shale development in 
the Piceance Basin in Northwestern Colorado were assessed by developing a basin-wide water 
resource geospatial infrastructure within a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and a Multi-
Agent Simulation. This geospatial infrastructure was designed for managing a large amount of 
oil shale related data, and for setting up the frameworks for analytical and numerical models 
including three-dimensional geologic, energy development systems, and surface water models. 
The geodatabase and the interfaces between the components within the geospatial infrastructure, 
were developed to aid in finding solutions to address water demand and availability and 
environmental issues relating to potential development of oil shale resources in the Piceance 
Basin of northwestern Colorado. The simulation was designed to read in the oil shale resource 
from the geodatabase and simulate five agents and their different operational technologies and 
resource target zones through commercial production scenarios. Output from the simulation 
included water resource utilization over time by agent, retort cell, and basin wide total use. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
There are massive amounts of oil locked within the Green River Formation of Colorado, 
Utah and Wyoming in what is commonly known as oil shale.  Oil shale is defined as a fine-
grained sedimentary rock containing organic matter that yields substantial amounts of oil and 
combustible gas upon destructive distillation. (Dyni, 2005) Most of the organic matter is 
insoluble in ordinary organic solvents; therefore, it must be decomposed by heating to release 
such materials.  Using a geology-based assessment methodology, the U.S. Geological Survey 
estimated a total of 4.285 trillion barrels of oil in-place in the oil shale of the three principal 
basins of the Eocene Green River Formation. Using oil shale cutoffs of potentially viable (15 
gallons per ton) and high grade (25 gallons per ton), it is estimated that between 1.146 trillion 
and 353 billion barrels of the in-place resource have a high potential for development (Birdwell, 
Mercier, Ronald, & Michael, 2012). 
Oil shale has been produced commercially for over a century around the world in 
countries including Estonia, Australia, Brazil, and China with deposits for potential development 
in Israel, Jordan, Syria, Morocco, Russia, Sweden, and Canada. The U.S. has the largest and 
richest untapped oil shale deposit in the world.  Oil companies have been trying to develop these 
deposits since the early 1900’s.  Due to technological hurdles, environmental impact issues, 
permitting and leasing policy hurdles, and volatility in the commodities markets no commercial 
oil shale operations exist in the U.S.   
Development of oil shale resources in the Western U.S. will require significant quantities 
of water for oil shale retorting, reclamation, and associated economic growth.  Oil shale 
development could have a number of impacts on water quality and quantity.  The current rate of 
water consumption is estimated, based on retorting methods from the oil shale industry, to be 
about a 3:1 water-to-oil ratio (Wood et al., 2008). For oil shale resources with potential to yield 
almost 0.4 million(M) m3 (~2.5 million barrels (Mbbl) or ~322 acre-feet (ac-ft)) of oil per day, 
this equates to 1.2 Mm3 (~7.5 Mbbl or ~967 ac-ft) of water per day for in-situ heating processes, 
retorting, refining, reclamation, dust control and on-site worker demands. 
Water requirements for a commercial oil shale industry have one the hottest button 
issues.  The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a report in 2012 outlining 
their concerns on commercial development as follows. “Oil shale development could have 
significant impacts on the quality and quantity of water resources, but the magnitude of these 
impacts is unknown because technologies are years from being commercially proven, the size of 
a future oil shale industry is uncertain, and knowledge of current water conditions and 
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groundwater flow is limited. In the absence of effective mitigation measures, water resources 
could be impacted from ground disturbances caused by the construction of roads and production 
facilities; withdrawing water from streams and aquifers for oil shale operations, underground 
mining and extraction; and discharging waters produced from or used in operations. Water is 
likely to be available for the initial development of an oil shale industry, but the size of an 
industry in Colorado or Utah may eventually be limited by water availability. Water limitations 
may arise from increases in water demand from municipal and industrial users, the potential of 
reduced water supplies from a warming climate, fulfilling obligations under interstate water 
compacts, and the need to provide additional water to protect threatened and endangered fishes 
(Mittal, 2012).”   
No previous effort has been made to simulate the system on a basin wide scale in a 
spatial manner defined by the characteristics of the oil shale resource, land use, and hydrologic 
system. This research seeks to paint a spatial and temporal picture of what a commercial oil shale 
industry would look like in the Piceance Basin of western Colorado.   A full basin wide 
simulation is important to visualize the potential impacts and limitations of hydrologic system on 
oil production.   
To meet the objectives this research will focus on a basin wide simulation of a full 
commercial oil shale industry.  This research will utilize an agent-based modelling and 
simulation (ABMS) technique to simulate the in-situ extraction technologies proposed by the 
major oil companies that have R&D leases.  Alias names or alphabetical identifiers will be used 
in the dissertation document to provide some level of abstraction from the current stakeholders.  
1.1 Background 
Federal lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) contain some 
80% of the oil shale resources in the western United States. Access to these resources has been 
limited since they were withdrawn from leasing in 1930. These vast deposits of federally 
controlled oil shale are in locations where prospectors were not able to obtain ownership of 
claims in the early part of the 20th century before oil shale became a leasable mineral. Federal 
regulations specific to the leasing of oil shale do not exist as they do for oil and gas and other 
minerals until legislation in 2005 (Hanson & Limerick, 2009). 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 ( (109th Congress, 2005)) instructed the BLM to prepare 
to lease these resources by preparing an environmental impact statement and leasing regulations. 
A draft Preliminary Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for commercial leasing of oil shale 
and tar sands has been completed and offered to the public for review. In 2007 Congress passed 
legislation to limit BLM’s authority to complete both the PEIS and regulations. In 2008, the 
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BLM published a Final PEIS that amended 10 resource management plans (RMPs) in Utah, 
Colorado, and Wyoming to make approximately 2 million acres of public lands potentially 
available for commercial oil shale leasing.  In 2012 the BLM proposed to amend the 2008 PEIS 
and land use plans to further analyze and address concerns related to oil shale development on 
public lands (BLM, 2012). Besides the sheer magnitude of the resources, the oil shale controlled 
by the Federal Government is important because it represents the richest and thickest section of 
the resource. In Colorado they are most suited to new in-situ technologies.  Some 20% of the 
western oil shale resources are controlled by private parties and could be developed without 
federal leasing. However, these holdings are typically on the outcrop of the oil shale strata and 
are most amenable to mining and surface retorting. 
 Along with the renewed interest in oil shale by industry and government the EPACT 
2005 kicked off a serious of studies and research.  A USGS oil shale research group based in 
Denver was tasked with compiling existing and new resource information on the Green River 
Formation and characterizing that resource.  This resulted in a comprehensive resource database 
and analysis that will be used extensively in this study.   In 2005 the RAND Corporation, a 
nonprofit research organization, released a report, “Oil Shale Development in the United States, 
Prospects and Policy Issues” that is widely cited today.  In this report the RAND Corporation 
identified the following policy issues. 
1.1.1 Critical Policy Issues  
Resolving environmental, socioeconomic, and key governance issues will determine 
whether there will be an oil shale industry in the western United States and how fast and how 
large that industry will grow (Bartis, LaTourrette, Dixon, Peterson, & Cecchine, 2005). 
1. All known technical approaches will have land-use and ecological impacts, with impacts 
being especially severe for mining and surface retorting versus in-situ retorting using 
electric heating. 
 
2. Oil shale production will result in airborne emissions that could affect regional air 
quality, leading to a potentially stringent limitation on oil production levels. It may also 
lead to higher greenhouse gas emissions than conventional oil operations. 
 
3. Because all resources lie in the Colorado River drainage basin, water quality is an 
important issue. At present, not enough is known about how to prevent water 
contamination from surface and in-situ operations. 
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4. Large-scale oil shale development will have socioeconomic impacts, stimulating 
significant regional population growth and likely stretching the financial abilities of local 
communities to provide needed public services. 
 
5. The richest, most abundant deposits are concentrated on federal lands, requiring that 
leasing be conducted using a strategic approach that balances environmental and land-use 
impacts against the benefits of strategically significant oil production levels. 
 
6. Water consumption in producing oil shale is about 3 barrels per barrel of oil. Earlier 
analyses of water availability for oil shale need to be updated based on current and 
expected demands for water from the Colorado River Basin. 
 
 One of the key policy issues expressed in the RAND report is water consumption by the 
oil shale industry in an arid to semi-arid climate that is already experiencing strains on water 
availability.  This has become a hot button issue between all stake holders including industry, 
government, and the public.  Under pressure with the new BLM leasing program the United 
States Government Accountability Office (GAO) in testimony before the Subcommittee on 
Energy and Environment, Committee on Science and Space, and Technology, and the House of 
Representatives released a report, “Opportunities and Challenges of Oil Shale Development” in 
May of 2012 (Mittal, 2012). In counter point to the RAND report and GAO study it is important 
to note that oil shale research and development and future industry is and will be highly 
regulated. Many of the issues discussed here will be resolved by pro-active stakeholders before 
any full scale commercial development is realized. Strategic significance of America’s oil shale 
resource should not be overlooked when considering the development issues. Oil shale 
development will help insure America’s access to strategically important fuels.  The resulting 
benefits include reduced price in crude, increased Gross Domestic Product, decrease in national 
debt, increased in employment, and an increase in both local and federal tax revenue (Johnson, 
Crawford, & Bunger, 2004). 
1.1.2 What Gao Found  
In its October 2010 report, GAO noted that oil shale development presents the following 
opportunities for the United States: 
1. Increasing domestic oil production. Tapping the vast amounts of oil locked within 
U.S. oil shale formations could go a long way toward satisfying the nation’s future 
oil demands. Oil shale deposits in the Green River Formation are estimated to 
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contain up to 3 trillion barrels of oil, half of which may be recoverable, which is 
about equal to the entire world’s proven oil reserves. 
2. Socioeconomic benefits. Development of oil shale resources could lead to the 
creation of jobs, increases in wealth, and increases in tax and royalty payments to 
federal and state governments for oil produced on their lands. The extent of these 
benefits, however, is currently unknown because of the ultimate size of the 
industry is uncertain. 
In addition to these opportunities and the uncertainty of not yet having an economical and 
environmentally viable commercial scale technology, the following challenges should also be 
considered: 
1. Impacts on water, air, and wildlife. Developing oil shale and providing power for 
oil shale operations and other activities will require large amounts of water and 
could have significant impacts on the quality and quantity of surface and 
groundwater resources. In addition, construction and mining activities during 
development can temporarily degrade air quality in local areas. There can also be 
long-term regional increases in air pollutants from oil shale processing and the 
generation of additional electricity to power oil shale development operations. Oil 
shale operations will also require the clearing of large surface areas of topsoil and 
vegetation which can affect wildlife habitat, and the withdrawal of large quantities 
of surface water which could also negatively impact aquatic life. 
2. Socioeconomic impacts. Oil shale development can bring an influx of workers, 
who along with their families can put additional stress on local infrastructure such 
as roads, housing, municipal water systems, and schools. Development from 
expansion of extractive industries, such as oil shale or oil and gas, has typically 
followed a “boom and bust” cycle, making planning for growth difficult for local 
governments. Moreover, traditional rural uses would be displaced by industrial 
uses and areas that rely on tourism and natural resources would be negatively 
impacted. 
Estimates vary widely for the amount of water needed to commercially produce oil shale 
primarily because of the unproven nature of some technologies and because the various ways of 
generating power for operations use differing quantities of water. GAO’s review of available 
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studies indicated that the expected total water needs for the entire life cycle of oil shale 
production ranges from about 1 barrel (or 42 gallons) to 12 barrels of water per barrel of oil 
produced from in-situ (underground heating) operations, with an average of about 5 barrels, and 
from about 2 to 4 barrels of water per barrel of oil produced from mining operations with surface 
heating.  This is widely different than the RAND report number of 3 barrels of water per barrel 
of oil shale. Higher numbers such as 12 barrels are based on outlying predictions under sub-
optimum extraction technology and power production.  The GAO reported these higher numbers 
from older studies without consideration of recent progress in development and understanding of 
data collected by the stakeholders. The GAO report, “A Better and Coordinated Understanding 
of Water Resources Could Help Mitigate the Impacts of Potential Oil Shale Development” was 
appended with response comments to address some of these concerns (Gaffigan & Mittal, 2010). 
A response letter attached to the appendix on pages 65 - 67 pinned by Idaho National Lab, Los 
Alamos National Lab, and the Office of Petroleum Reserves stated the value of 12 barrels of 
water was based on a controversial report that lacked sufficient industry input. In a recent 2014 
update by the National Oil Shale Association (NOSA) a summary of water consumption was 
compiled from a recent study by AMEC and from new projections by industry.  The results are 
given in Table 1-1 which describes net water needed based on a mixed extraction technology 
scenario.  The NOSA 2014 summary points to a much lower water consumption than typically 
quoted by public or regulatory agencies.   
The water issue is critical to understand and implement effective polices to help guide and 
produce this valuable resource.  There is much uncertainty and therefore fear related to the 
impacts of development here in Colorado.  This is reflected in local community meetings 
Table 1-1.Summary of an updated 2014 water use projection compiled by the NOSA. 
(National Oil Shale Association, 2014) 




NET BW/BO NET ACRE-
FT/YR 
INSITU 225,000 0.6 - 1.3 0.3 - 1.0 3,180 - 10,600 
EXSITU 200,000 2.4 - 2.6 1.4 - 1.6  13,200 -15,100 
MODIFED 
INSITU 
75,000 0.5 -1.1 0.0 - 0.9 0 - 3,180 
     
TOTAL 500,000   0.7 -1.2 16,400 - 28,900 
 
Note: Barrels of Oil per Day (B/D), Barrels of Water per Barrels of Oil (Bw/Bo)  
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and publications in Colorado.  Following are some quotes from the local community and 
concerned citizens posted at the “Summit County Citizens Voice” in response to a public 
meeting on the BLM’s oil shale plan. It should be noted that the “Summit County Citizens 
Voice” is considered a bias news journal focused on environmental justice.     
“Recent droughts in the West highlight how very important it is that we are very careful 
in how we use of our limited water supply,” said Joe Livingston, a long-time rancher in the 
Meeker area. “We may very well need the water to sustain our food supply. There are simply too 
many questions regarding the production of oil from oil shale to have it considered as anything 
but a high-risk investment. To allocate our water supply to the industry can only be viewed as a 
bad judgment,” Livingston said. 
“As a chemical engineer, I believe in science, but the truth is we simply don’t have 
enough research about oil shale’s potential impact on our limited and already over-allocated 
water supply,” said Palisade resident Tom Phillips. We should know the impacts to both water 
quality and quantity before moving forward with oil shale speculation.” 
 A significant amount of research has been conducted by government organizations, 
national labs, universities, and private cooperation’s in addressing issues and polices related to 
oil shale.  Based and on the nature of the issue and the uncertainty the subject of this research 
builds on much of the past studies and this research will attempt to address what impacts a full 
commercial oil shale industry has on water resources and what limitations there are to production 
based on water quantity.  
1.2 Previous Research of Record 
Research has been conducted by government organizations, national labs, universities, 
and private cooperation’s in addressing issues and polices related to oil shale.  Following is a list 
(Table 1-2) of research efforts of note compiled by INTEK, Inc. for the DOE.  This includes the 
Center for Oil Shale Technology (COSTAR) and the Department of Geology and Geological 
Engineering at the Colorado School of Mines, Idaho National Lab (INL), Los Alamos National 
Lab (LANL), United States Geologic Survey (USGS), and the University of Utah.   This research 
builds on projects and utilizes data compiled by CSM, USGS, INL, and LANL.  The USGS 
resource assessment provides the basis for the three-dimensional (3-D) resource model and 
simulation input.  The CSM water resource database and models are the bases for the water 
resource characterization.  Retort and water simulations by COSTAR, INL, and LANL provide 
general parameterization, simulation design input, and a quantitative assessment of water 
availability from the Colorado and White Rivers.  
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Research and final report was delivered under Department of Energy (DOE) award DE-
NT00006554, GIS and Web-based Water Resource Geospatial Infrastructure for Oil Shale 
Development.  This research under this contract is the basis for this simulation.  A journal article 
was published following this study referenced here below. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Research 
The objectives of this research are (1) to Build a GIS-based centralized water resource 
geospatial infra- structure was built for data storage, management, manipulation, modeling, and 
visualization, (2) Geology and Oil Shale Resource Characterization and 3D Interpolation and 
Modeling and (3) to explore the impact of the commercialization of oil shale specifically the 
effect of water limitations, land use changes, and extraction technology.  These impacts are to be 
examined at a basin wide scale over an extended time period.   
Collecting regional “baseline” data and compiling them into an integrated database is a 
stepping stone for addressing potential water issues due to oil shale development on a regional 
basis (NETL, 2007). The current methods used in collecting and storing oil shale related data are 
not sufficient for making these valuable data resources easily available to both the scientific 
community and policy-makers. Despite different levels of technical knowledge, these data 
consumers face similar problems including locating, assembling, and integrating heterogeneous 
domain-specific data into a format that meets their needs. This task could be possible for the 
technically savvy data consumer, but often only with significant effort that could be better spent 
on data analysis. The ability to view products based on multiple heterogeneous datasets in a new 
and novel manner is often the key to enhancing scientific understanding (Zhou, 2012). 
This research seeks to paint a spatial and temporal picture of what a commercial oil shale 
industry would look like in the Piceance Basin of western Colorado.  No previous effort has been 
made to simulate the system on a basin wide scale in a spatial manner defined by the 
characteristics of the oil shale resource, land use, and hydrologic system.  A full basin wide 
simulation is important to visualize the potential impacts and limitations of system on oil 
production.  The result is intended to guide policy makers and the public in understanding the 
resource and how a commercial extraction operation might benefit and impact them. 
The research focuses on the Green River Formation (GRF) in the Piceance Basin.  The 
GRF is comprised of 17 alternating layers of rich and lean oil shale zones, Figure 1-1.  The 
deeper zones from R-0 (Rich Zone 0) to L-1 (Lean Zone 1), clay rich oil shale, are known as the 
Garden Gulch Member of the GRF. Upper more carbonate rich oil shale zones from the R-2 to 
the lean A-Groove and intertonguing transitional zones with Uinta Formation are known as the 
Parachute Creek Member. 
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Center for Oil Shale Technology and Research (COSTAR) Outreach 
Geomechanical Behavior of Oil Shale  Resource 
Geologic Controls on Oil Shale Properties  Resource 
Oil Shale Information Office  Outreach 
GIS-based Water Resource Geospatial Infrastructure  Water 
Web Portal Development Outreach 
Dynamic Systems Models: A Framework for Decision 
Support  Water 
Surface Water and Groundwater Modeling  Water 





















Dynamic System Modeling of Regional Influences from 
Energy Resource Development Water 








Water, Energy and Carbon Management Issues and 
Assessment Models Overview  
Integrated Assessment Model for Basin-Scale In Situ Oil 




 Hydrologic Analysis of the Upper Colorado River Basin for 





 CO2 Management for Oil Shale Development: CO2-PENS 







 Common Data Repository and Water Resource Assessment 
for the Piceance Basin Water 
Oil Shale Assessment Resource 
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Table 1-2 Continued.  
  
Oil Shale Research Project Profiles 
  















Atomistic Modeling of Oil Shale Kerogen/Asphaltenes Modeling 
Development of CFD-Based Simulation Tools for In-Situ 
Thermal Processing of Oil Shale/Sands 
In-Situ 
Retorting 
Development of Conventional Oil and Gas Production 
Modules for CLEARuff 
Resource/Sim
ulation 




Econometric Analysis Methods for Heavy Oil Production and 
Upgrading Economic Economics 
Effect of Oil Shale Processing on Water Compositions Water Water 
Experimental Characterization of Oil Shales and Kerogens Resource 
Geomechanical Reservoir State 
In-Situ 
Retorting 
In Situ Pore Physics 
In-Situ 
Retorting 
Land and Resource Issues Relevant to Deploying 
Policy 
Analysis 
Life-Cycle Greenhouse Gas Analysis of Conventional Oil and 
Gas Development in the Uinta Basin 
Carbon 
Management 
Market Assessment of Heavy Oil, Oil Sands, and Oil Shale Market 
Multiscale Thermal Processes Retorting 
Policy Analysis of Water Availability and Produced Water 
Issues Associated with In-Situ Thermal Production Water 
Reservoir Simulation of Reactive Processes Retorting 





Evaluation of the Birds Nest aquifer and relationship to Utah’s 
oil-shale resource Water 
Geologic Characterization of Utah’s Oil Shale Resource Resource 
Utah Oil Shale Resource Evaluation Resource 
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The Mahogany zone or rich zone 7 (R-7) is the most well-known and of the richest zones 
in the basin. Lateral and vertical changes in mineralogy reflect changes in climate. Silicate to 
carbonate ratios stay the same between the Garden Gulch member and Parachute Creek Member. 
The clays in the Garden Gulch member converted to authigenic feldspars (Poole, 2014). 
The area of study is within the Piceance Basin as defined in Figure 2-1 by the outline of 
the GRF Mahogany interval outcrop (the purple outline).  This section of the basin is just north 
of I-70, the Colorado River and Grand Junction, and just west of Meeker and Rifle, and south of 
the White River.   The total drainage area included in this study is about 1600 square miles. The 
northern portion, the Piceance-Yellow Basin (14050006) is about 900 square miles and drains 
into the White River. The southern portion, Parachute-Roan Basin (14010006) is about 700 
square miles and discharges into Colorado River. 
An Agent Based Simulation Model was created for this study utilizing the water 
resources and oil shale resource database and geologic model constructed under the DOE grant 







































Figure 1-1 Chart showing the division of the GRF into the rich and lean oil shale zones 
and an oil yield curve from the Arco-Mobil-Equity core.  The stratigraphic 
nomenclature shown in this chart and used today by the USGS was developed by 
(Cashion & Donnell, 1972) and (Donnell & Blair, 1970). 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 Geospatial Infrastructure and Models 
A GIS-based water resource geospatial infrastructure was built for data storage, 
management, manipulation, modeling, visualization, and integration with system dynamic and 
surface water resource analysis models. Study of water availability and environmental impact is 
a critical early step for potentially developing oil shale resources in the western U.S. The 
ultimate goals of this study were to develop a water resource geospatial infrastructure, including 
data, as well as numerical and analytical models, provide water resources assessments for 
supporting decision making on oil shale resource development in the western U.S., and facilitate 
environmental impact studies (Zhou W. , Minnick, Mattson, Geza, & Murray, 2015) (Zhou, 
Minnick, & Cui, 2018). 
2.1.1 Construction on an Integrated Geodatabase 
The Green River Formation (GRF) in the western U.S. has been divided into several 
distinct geological basins, namely Piceance, Uinta, Green River, and Washakie Basins (Figure 2-
1). The richest and most thoroughly explored deposits occur in the Piceance Basin of 
Northwestern Colorado. Basin-wide geospatial data, including meteorological, topographic, 
geological, and hydrological “baseline”, were acquired for the Piceance Basin study area (Zhou, 
et al. 2012). 
The framework of GIS-based models, including the 3D geologic, surface water, and 
system dynamic models, were developed based on the data in the geospatial infrastructure 
directly or indirectly. Input for these models were usually generated semi-automatically from the 
data in the geospatial infrastructure by computer programs/scripts. ArcGIS geoprocessing 
models were developed for analytical purposes, such as volumetric calculation and connections 
between the geospatial infrastructure and the system dynamic models. 
MatLab scripts were developed to process USGS Tops Data into an Mining Visualization 
System (MVS) input file-format, and to read raw climate data files and populate Arc Hydro 
format tables. Together, these GIS-based models are capable of supporting decision making for 
oil shale development in the Piceance Basin. Figure 2-2 shows the general architecture of the 
GIS-based water resource geospatial infrastructure for this project, including the individual 
components of the geospatial infrastructure and the connections between the components (Zhou, 

























Figure 2-1. Location of the proposed study area in the Piceance Basin of western 
Colorado.  The area of interest, outlined in purple, is defined by the Mahogany interval 
outcrop of the Green River Formation.  The inset map shows the relation of the 
Piceance Basin to the three other oil shale basins; the Green River and Washakie in 
















Figure 2-2. High level architecture of the GIS-based water resource geospatial infra- 
structure shows the workflow ranging from data acquisition, geodatabase design, 
building Desktop GIS, building server GIS, and connections of the geodatabase and the 
GIS-based models. 
 
2.1.2 Data Acquisition 
Major data were collected and compiled including Fischer assays of oil shale drill cores 
for the Piceance Basin (created by the USGS Oil Shale Assessment Team), National 
Hydrography Dataset Plus (NHD Plus), 10-meter Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data, geologic 
maps, subsurface geology, land use dataset, vegetation classification data, stream flow, 
precipitation, climate, well, ground water level, water use, water rights, and water quality data. 
Water quality data were collected from the USGS National Water Information System (NWIS) 
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency short for STOrage and RETrieval (STORET) 
Data Warehouse. Locations for 893 springs were collected from the Colorado Decision Support 
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System (CDSS). Table 2-1 summarizes various data collected, data sources, and gives brief 
descriptions of the data (Zhou, et al. 2012). 
The 1:100,000 scale geologic quadrangle maps (Hail and Smith, 1994; 1997) of the 
Piceance Basin were obtained from USGS in DJVU format and were georeferenced into ArcGIS 
compatible image. Two major products, surface expression of faults and surficial alluvial 
deposits, were georeferenced and digitized from the USGS 100:000 scale geologic maps for the 
Piceance Basin and added to the "baseline" geodatabase. 
Additional data were obtained from the Tell Ertl Oil Shale Repository (TEOSR) at the 
Arthur Lakes Library of Colorado School of Mines after readily available digital resources were 
exhausted. The TEOSR contains materials related to oil shale and the history of the oil shale 
industry. Technical materials include journals, government, contractor reports, and unpublished 
papers of key oil shale players, original research maps, charts, and data compilations.  
2.1.2 Data Compilation and Intergration 
A database is strictly defined as one or more structured sets of persistent data, managed 
and stored as a unit and generally associated with software to update and query the data.  A 
geodatabase is a collection of geographic datasets for use by ArcGIS (Date, 2003; ESRI 2004), 
and can include the spatial locations and shapes of geographic features recorded as points, 
polylines, polygons, pixels, or grid cells, with attributes and relationships between them (Date, 
2003).  The geodatabase format in ArcGIS functions similarly to any relational database 
management system (RDBMS).  Data retrieved from various sources are integrated via the 
geodatabase format into an integrated geodatabase as shown in Figure 2-2. Basic and advanced 
GIS operations such as queries, surface creation, multipatch creation, and multicriteria decision 
analysis can be performed on data stored in the integrated geodatabase.  
The database schema was defined using a “data model”, which is the representation of a 
real-world phenomenon or system within a database with a conceptually logical framework.  
When designing a data model, the main features of the system must be defined using geographic 
features, tabular data, and relationships between those features as cardinality or topological 
relationships.  A well-designed model or data model allows for efficient analysis of the system 
behavior.  The Arc Hydro Data Model (AHDM) was selected as the database schema for this 
project because it supports the fundamental data types used in this project while being extensible, 
flexible, and adaptable to our modeling and web-based applications.  Arc Hydro has two linked 
geodatabase schemas, one to support surface water datasets and the other to support groundwater 
datasets. The Arc Hydro framework supports a tool bar and a geoprocessing toolbox in ArcGIS 
for data analysis and simple modeling (Maidment, 2002).  We elected to build two separate  
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Table 2-1 Summary of Data Acquisition Datasets 






Watershed polygons at various scales 




Digital Elevation Models 90m, 30m, and 
10m from the National Elevation Dataset 
GeoRasters 
Catchments NHDplus 
Lowest level of surface water divisions 
defined by the Stream Networks from the 






Stream line data networked in a reach 







Flow network and direction data linked 






USGS Flow Gage Point Locations 
Monitoring Point 
Feature Class 
Flow Data NWIS 
Time Series Stream Flow Data linked to 










Points calculated at centroids of 








Time Series Precipitation Data from 
Daymet linked to monitoring stations, 
processed yearly, and monthly 







Time Series Temperature Data and 





Table 2-1 Continued 








Point locations for Climate Monitoring 
































Images of geologic maps at various 










Borehole data from exploration wells 
including geophysical data, formation 
tops, oil shale richness data   Input for 












Time Series Data of Water Level 














Hydrologic Parameter data derived from 
cores and pump tests 
Tables 
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Table 2-1 Continued 
Name Source Description 
Geodatabase 
Feature 
Land Cover NLCD 
Vegetation and Barren Land Data from 













General map data including roads, 
towns, population, site names, USGS 
topographic maps 
ESRI Services 
not Included in 
Geodatabase 
Springs CDSS 
Point Data for Locations and Time Series 
Tables for Flow 
HydroPoint 
Feature Class 
Spring Flow CDSS 





Irrigation Ditches, Stock Ponds, 






Diversion Flow CDSS 




Pumping Tests TEOSR 
Testes conducted by various institutions 






















surficial alluvial deposits that make up 




Table 2-1 Continued 







Bottom Hole Temperature Data from Oil 




a. NHD Plus – National Hydrologic Dataset Plus; NED – National Elevation Dataset; CDSS – 
Colorado's Decision Support System; NWIS – National Weather Information System; USGS – 
United States Geological Survey; NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; 
EPA – Environmental Protection Agency; NAIP – National Agriculture Imagery Program; ESRI 
– Environmental Systems Research Institute; CGS – Colorado Geological Survey; NLCD – 
National Land Cover Dataset; BLM – Bureau of Land Management; CSMTEOSR – Colorado 
School of Mines Tell Ertl Oil Shale Repository 
databases at the early stage of the project: an Arc Hydro Surface Water (AHSW) geodatabase, 
and an Arc Hydro Ground Water (AHGW) geodatabase because it allowed us to better manage 
the data and avoid duplication of effort. Ultimately, the AHSW and AHGW were broken down 
into basic components and rebuilt into one geodatabase.  An ArcGIS geodatabase schema is 
summarized in Figure 2-3 for the implementation of the integrated database. The data schema 
was customized to support generation of input for the surface water and systems dynamic 
models. 
Data processing is frequently needed before data were integrated into geodatabases. 
Customized tools in the format of MATLAB scripts and ArcToolBox model were developed 
around this project. Five MATLAB scripts were written to help integrate database table output 
with external modeling programs. The MATLAB scripts as listed below are presented in 
Appendix A.  
• MATLAB script that reads raw climate data files and populates Arc Hydro format 
tables. (Appendix A-1) 
• MATLAB script that reads data exported from an Arc Hydro format database 
query and generates climate input files of met stations and DayMet data for 
the surface water model WARMF. (Appendix A – 1) 
• MATLAB script that reads data exported from an Arc Hydro format database 
query and generates flow input files of stream gauges and diversions for the 
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surface water model WARMF, FLO files. (Appendix A – 2) 
• MATLAB Scripts for Processing USGS Tops Data into an MVS input file (Appendix A -
3) 













Figure 2-3 The ArcCatalog tree of the integrated database partially shows the structure 





2.1.3 Web Mapping Interface 
A Dell R710 GIS server was set up to house the project databases on SQL Server and 
host an ArcGIS Server website. The server appliance (known as Caprica6 by the CSM team) is 
installed in a secure environmentally controlled data center on the CSM campus. The Adobe 
Flex API was selected to develop a custom map interface for the rich internet application. The 
Adobe Flex API provides high level ArcGIS functionality with a modern Web 2.0 graphical user 
interface, GUI. An Adobe Flex 2.2 coding platform was installed on the project server which 
includes the Adobe Flash Builder 4 interactive development environment, IDE. The development 
environment was configured for the Piceance basin ArcServer project to include a ESRI ArcGIS 
Server for Flex coding library. The web mapping interface was developed in an Adobe Air 
runtime environment and then was migrated to a full internet application to be deployed via an 
IIS service using the development server. Database data access and map queries were available 
through the web service. 
2.1.4 Three-Dimensional (3D) Geologic Model 
Three-Dimensional (3D) geologic modeling, visualization and volume calculation are 
essential for in-place natural resource evaluation. A fully attributed 3D geologic model of the 
Piceance Basin was developed for this project to support groundwater modeling, and spatial 
referencing of the system dynamic model.  The 3D geologic model was based mainly on the 
USGS Fischer Assay, geologic tops data, and 10-meter resolution DEM. 
A Microsoft Access database was obtained from the USGS Oil Shale Assessment Team 
(Mercier et al., 2009). The database contained tabular data from USGS Fischer assays of oil 
shale drill cores and rotary cuttings from the Piceance Basin, Colorado. There were 2049 
elevation data points for the “tops” of subsurface units acquired from the USGS Fischer Assay 
database (Mercier et al., 2009).  The number of data points for elevations of the geological 
formation tops are itemized in Table 2-2. 
The Mining Visualization Systems (MVS) by C-Tech was chosen for building the 3D 
geologic model due to the nature of the data and its compatibility with ArcGIS. The geologic 
framework was interpolated by using 3D Kriging method built-in in MVS. MatLab scripts were 
written to process the raw assay and geologic tops data from the USGS geospatial database into 
MVS input file-format to facilitate advanced visualization and interpolation of the dataset.  A 
Fischer assay is a standardized laboratory test for estimating oil yield from oil shale using 
conventional shale oil extraction. Each of the seven attributes in the Microsoft Access Fischer 
assay database, including amount of shale oil in weight percent, amount of water in weight 
percent, amount of shale residue in weight percent, amount of "gas plus loss" in weight percent, 
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shale oil in US gallons per short ton of rock, water in US gallons per short ton of rock, and 
specific gravity of the shale oil, were displayed in 3D as intervals over the borehole trace as 
shown in Figure 2-4 on page 25.  A general procedure was developed to transfer the geologic 
tops database into MVS input file-format as subsets of the available data.  Bed pinching was 
handled by reducing the bed thickness gradually and all the way to zero thickness. The geologic 
tops database had 103 defined layers consisting of 48 separate beds in the upper and lower 
GRFs, including the A and B Grooves, the Mahogany, the rich and lean layers of the Lower GRF 
as well as members of the Wasatch and Mesaverde Formations.  The geologic tops, including 
surface contacts, were interpolated into a subsurface 3D geologic model.  The Fischer assay data 
and any other geologic attributes, such as oil shale resource, water storage, fracture distribution, 
and hydrogeologic parameters, were then interpolated into the geologic framework. 
 
Table 2-2 Summary of the contents of the Fischer assay database by GRF units.  
 
Subsurface Unit 
Number of Top 
Elevations 
A-Groove 191 
Mahogany Bed 243 
B-Groove 211 
R-6 zone 177 
L-5 zone 129 
R-5 zone 126 
L-4 zone 119 
R-4 zone 119 
L-3 zone 118 
R-3 zone 115 
L-2 zone 109 
R-2 zone 107 
L-1 zone 102 
R-1 zone 79 
L-0 zone 56 
R-0 zone 48 
 
 
After the first version of the layered 3D geologic model was constructed based on the 
USGS exploration borehole database related to the Green River Formation (Mercier et al., 2009), 
inconsistencies related to bed thickness, bed pinching, and structure propagation were identified.  
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These inconsistences were because of data gaps in the borehole log database and resulted in 
spatial discrepancies when interpolating surfaces.  A rigorous process of model quality 
assurance-quality control (QA-QC) was used to correct these issues in the model.  The process 
involved singling out each interpolated surface and verifying data distribution and resulting 
structure representation.  The top surface for the Mahogany Zone of the GRF colored by 
elevation reveals the layer is part of a syncline structure (Figure 2-5).  The digitized structure 
information based on the USGS geologic maps is overlain on the surface interpolation to verify 
consistency in the layers.  This was done for all 20 surfaces in the model.  From 50–100 data 
points were added to each surface to fill out missing sections of the original data and maintain 
consistency in the structure and average layer thickness in the neighborhood.  The Green River 
oil shale-bearing strata were separated into alternating layers of oil-rich zones (R-zones) and oil-
lean zones (L-zones) following the name convention from Cashion and Donnell (1972) (Self, et 
al., 2001). From these layers, a full basin scale model was reconstructed at various grid 
resolutions (Figure 2-6 on page 26) and served as the framework of other analytical models, such 
as the system dynamic model for in-situ oil shale retorting (Zhou et al., 2012).  Output from the 
3D model was stored in the Geodatabase as raster layers and multipatch objects (Figure 2-7 on 
page 26). 
2.1.5 Energy Resource Development Systems Models 
A system dynamic model was constructed to evaluate the water balance for a 
hypothetical in-situ oil shale conversion project (Mattson et al., 2012) using the Powersim Studio 
9™ (version 9.01) software package. Three phases of an in-situ retort were considered: a 
construction phase that primarily accounts for water needed for drilling and water produced 
during dewatering, an operation phase that includes the production of water from the retorting 
process, and a remediation phase that encompasses the water used to remove heat and solutes 
from the subsurface as well as return the ground surface to its natural state. Depending on the 
activity being conducted at the simulated retort, the water can be consumed or produced 
throughout each of these three phases.  Consumption takes place for during the drilling process, 
dust control, returning the ground water to its initial level, and for make-up water losses during 
remedial flushing of the retort zone.  Production of water occurs when dewatering the retort 
zone, and during kerogen conversion by a chemical pyrolysis reaction.  The majority of water 















Figure 2-4 Visualization of the oil content (in Gallons per Ton) from the Fischer assay 













Figure 2-5 Image of the top of Mahogany surface in the Green River Formation colored by 















Figure 2-6 Vertically exaggerated (10 times) output from the basin wide 3D geological 












Figure 2-7 A fence diagram in ArcGIS stored in a 3D dataset in the project database 
exported from the 3D geologic framework. 
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To provide modeling parameters for the hypothetical in-situ oil shale retort, data was 
extracted from the layered 3D geologic model and was used in the Powersim system dynamic 
model to constrain the water use model. The chosen site location was southwest of the Shell 
Corporation’s demonstration sites #1 and #3 (Figure 2-8) and was assumed to have an aerial 
















Figure 2-8 Location of simulated retort area.  
At this location, subsurface information from well C0213 was accessible in the GIS 
database. Based on this information it was assumed that oil shale from the A Groove through the 
L0 unit would be retorted from 121 m (398 ft) to 450 m (1476 ft), which results in a 360 million 
cubic meter retorted model (Figure 2-9). The three sub-models in the system dynamic model run 
independently from one another therefore, water production/consumption of the three phases 
must be sequentially added. Figure 2-10, illustrates the net water produced/consumed for the 
hypothetical retort. Positive slopes represent water production while negative slopes represent 
water consumption.  As seen in Figure 2-10, although minor water is consumed during drilling 
and dust control, water is generally produced in the first half of a retort operation due to 
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dewatering of the retort volume and steam production of residual water during heating. The 
biggest water consumption is during the site restoration activities in the final remediation phase. 
At the end of the hypothetical retort about 79.5 Mm3 (~500 Mbbl or ~65,000 ac-ft) of 
water has been consumed (loss) for this hypothetical retort (Mattson, Hull, & Cafferty, 2012). 
Due to the richness of the shale beneath this site, the retort is calculated to have produced 54.2 
Mm3 (~341 Mbbl or ~44,000 ac-ft) of oil (Table 2-3).  The ratio of water to oil is 1.47 and is in 
the range of what the industry has claimed as the expected water use rate. Water usage data 
generated by the in-situ retort system dynamic model can be imported into the GIS database for 
subsequent analysis surface water modeling to assess the feasibility of conducting such a retort 









Figure 2-9 An example of a typical retorting cell within the Green River Formation cur 
























Average of (GPT) 
based on CO213 
Water in matrix 
(GPT) 
Oil Volume (gal) 
Upper GRF 121.3 101.4 10 36.6 N/A N/A N/A 
A Groove 3.7 3.2 10 36.6 62 1.3 44,104,320 
Mahogany 36.3 30.6 1 0.3 25.4 3.8 1,711,756,800 
B Groove 7.3 6.1 10 36.6 5.7 1 76,826,880 
R6 36 30.3 1 0.6 19.9 3.4 1,328,683,200 
L5 24.7 20.9 10 18.3 11.7 5.4 538,068,960 
R5 55.2 46.4 15 12.2 28.9 9 2,957,510,400 
 L4 20.1 16.8 20 61 21.8 7.1 806,669,760 
R4 21.3 18 15 12.2 33.3 4.8 1,321,557,120 
L3 11.3 10.8 8 12.2 11.3 4.5 27,006,096 
R3 22.9 19.2 1 0.3 24.5 4.2 103,958,400 
L2 7.9 7.1 5 6.1 15.3 4.8 237,725,280 
R2 24.4 20.4 1 0.3 26.9 6.4 1,211,920,320 
L1 9.4 8 3 6.1 5.4 10.5 9,468,760 
R1 33.8 28.3 0.5 0.3 19.4 9.1 1,210,560,000 
L0 14.3 12 3 6.1 5.5 7.8 145,860,000 
R0 43.9 36.8 0.5 0.3 N/A N/A N/A 
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2.1.6 Surface Water Modeling 
Watershed Analysis Risk Management Framework (WARMF) model was selected for 
this study for its capacity of simulating surface water hydrology including stream diversion to 
assess the impact of water use on stream flow (Figure 2-11).  The input data of the WARMF 
model was extracted from the integrated geodatabase. Scripts were written in MatLab for 
formatting input data such as precipitation and stream diversions from the geodatabase in the 
format required by WARMF model. Data gaps were filled using a data mining technique to 
bridge the gaps.  
A preliminary analysis was conducted to determine if there was sufficient surface water 
available for the proposed hypothetical retort by diverting stream flow from the Parachute and 
Roan Creek sub-watersheds in the Southern sub-basin and building two reservoirs using Storm 
Water Management (SWMM) model. SWMM is a dynamic rainfall-runoff simulation model 
used for single-event to long-term (continuous) simulation of the surface/subsurface hydrology 
quantity and quality with a capacity for reservoir simulation. The model was used to analyze 
storage and use of water diverted from Roan and Parachute Creeks. 
 As a first step to analyze the water availability, annual volumes of 19.9 Mm3 
(~125 Mbbl or ~16,123 ac-ft) and 19.4 Mm3 (~122 Mbbl or ~15,714 ac-ft) were calculated for 
Roan and Parachute Creeks, respectively. Ten percent of the simulated flow from Roan and 
Parachute Creeks was diverted into two separate reservoirs receiving water from each Creek. The 
simulated average annual volume at 10% diversion rate at reservoirs 1 and 2 were about 2.0 
Mm3/yr (~12.4 Mbbl/yr or ~1600 ac-ft/yr) or a combined average diversion volume of 3.9 Mm3 
(~24.8 Mbbl or ~3200 ac-ft). A 10 % diversion rate was used to keep a significant flow within 
Creeks during the dry periods with most of the diversions occurring during the high flow period.  
Parachute and Roan Creek are within the proximity of the retorting site and the approach was 
used to demonstrate the potential for local Creeks to augment water supply for the industry and 
methodology for sizing storage reservoirs if and when such concepts are implemented. 
 Results show that diversion and collection of water in reservoirs from the local creeks 
would be insufficient water for the previously described hypothetical oil shale retort. The total 
water demand for the previously described simulated retort is about 80.2 Mm3 (~504 Mbbl or 
~65,000 ac-ft) over an 8-year period. The potential volume (31.6 Mm3 or ~199 Mbbl or ~25,600 
ac-ft) captured by Roan and Parachute Creeks over this period of time is less than half the 
required water if all available water is diverted. Thus, based on this analysis most of the water 
requirement should come from either the Colorado or White River or from a groundwater source 
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and the creeks within the retorting area in the south can only provide supplemental water. (Zhou 


















Figure 2-11 Watershed delineation and subdivision for Piceance Basin, Colorado.  
2.1.7 Groundwater Modeling 
This task involved building a groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) that was based on 
data contained in the AHGW Geodatabase.  The MODFLOW effort was undertaken with the 
understanding that existing groundwater data (e.g., hydrostratigraphic, hydraulic property, and 
potentiometric) were limited.  The resulting model is viewed as a tool for understanding data 
limitations and guiding future groundwater research. 
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Because the AHDM was selected as a framework for managing all project data, we 
evaluated “MODFLOW Analyst” as a means of interfacing between MODFLOW and the 
AHDM.  MODFLOW Analyst is a commercial extension to ArcGIS that is available for 
purchase from AquaveoTM software and installed as an individual seat.  During the course of the 
project, the geodatabase structure became increasingly specific to the Piceance Basin and 
deviated from the original AHDM.  Though some of the tools are attractive, it is unclear how or 
if the MODFLOW Analyst extension will be adapted to new versions of ArcGIS or new versions 
of MODFLOW, and if MODFLOW Analyst tools will function on an ArcServer platform.  For 
these reasons, we elected to build a MODFLOW model that was loosely coupled to the project 
geodatabase.  The desired goal was a functional MODFLOW model, but a pre- and post-
processor was used to construct the model. 
Hydrogeologic and potentiometric surface data were compiled from previous studies of 
the Piceance Basin [ (Glover, Naftz, & Martin, 1998); (Taylor, 1982) ].  Feature classes 
representing the model grid and boundary conditions used in the Taylor (1982) mathematical 
model were digitized and added to the AHGW Geodatabase.  This was used as a historic record 
of the previous modeling effort, and to conceptualize flow patterns and boundary conditions of 
the groundwater system.  Based on the previous studies, groundwater generally flows from south 
to north in the basin and crosses the major surface water divide that separates the northern 
Piceance Basin from the southern Piceance Basin. (Zhou W. , Minnick, Mattson, Geza, & 
Murray, 2015) 
2.2 Agent-Based Model Simulation 
 To meet the third objective of this research a basin wide simulation of a full commercial 
oil shale industry developed.  The research utilized an agent-based modelling and simulation 
(ABMS) technique to simulate the in-situ extraction technologies proposed by the major oil 
companies that have R&D leases.  ABMS was chosen as the best methodology to simulate the 
oil companies or agents in this case and the complex interactions between agents and the 
environment including the oil shale resource, land use, and water resources.  This research using 
ABMS is aimed at developing insights into the system to help identify patterns, structures, and 
resource limitations that may not be evident in a lumped model or site-specific extraction 
scenario.    
Agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS) is a relatively new approach to 
modelling complex systems composed of interacting, autonomous ‘agents’. Agents have 
behaviors, often described by simple rules, and interactions with other agents, which in turn 
influence their behaviors. By modelling agents individually, the full effects of the diversity that 
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exists among agents in their attributes and behaviors can be observed as it gives rise to the 
behavior of the system as a whole (Macal & North, 2010). 
 
Structure of an agent-based model (Macal & North, 2010) 
1. A set of agents, their attributes and behaviors 
2. A set of agent, relationships and methods of interaction: An underlying topology of 
connectedness defines how and with whom agents interact. 
3. The agents’ environment: Agents interact with their environment in addition to other 
agents. 
To develop an ABMS a modeler must identify, characterize, and program these elements 















Figure 2-12 Graphical representation of the agent based simulation interaction.  In the 
simulation the agents will interact with each other on a grid of the oil shale basin while 
the enviorment represents the oil shale resoruce, water, and land use.  (Macal & North, 
2010). 
The general simulation design structure is shown in Figures 2-13, 2-14, and 2-15.  The 
core of the simulation structure as presented in Figure 2-13 is a multi-agent simulation developed 
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in MATLAB. The name MATLAB stands for MATrix LABoratory. As described by 
Mathworks, MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates 
computation visualization, and Programming environment. Furthermore, MATLAB is a modern 
programming language environment: it has sophisticated data structures, contains built-in editing 
and debugging tools, and supports object-oriented programming. These factors make MATLAB 
an excellent tool for teaching and research. MATLAB has many advantages compared to 
conventional computer languages (e.g., C, FORTRAN) for solving technical problems. 
MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not require 
dimensioning. The software package has been commercially available since 1984 and is now 
considered as a standard tool at most universities and industries worldwide.  (MathWorks, Inc, 
2017) MATLAB is the scripting platform that controls the agents and executes various 
simulation modules.  Resource characterization data is into the simulation via a GIS based 
database and simulation results are stored in the database.   
2.2.1 Agents 
The single most important defining characteristic of an agent is its capability to act 
autonomously, that is, to act on its own without external direction in response to situations it 
encounters. Agents are endowed with behaviors that allow them to make independent decisions. 
Typically, agents are active, initiating their actions to achieve their internal goals, rather than 
merely passive, reactively responding to other agent attributes (Macal & North, 2010). The 
following are general essential characteristics to consider when modeling agents.   
1. self-contained: attributes that allow the agent to be distinguished from other agents 
a. Specific retorting and extraction technologies and configurations  
2. autonomous: an agent can function independently in its environment; an agent’s behavior 
can be specified by anything form simple rules to abstract models  
a. Each simulated company acts independently from each other driven by specified 
goals and resource limitations 
3. state: representation of an agent’s attributes and environment at any point in time  
a. Each simulated process will have three major states (construction, retorting, 
reclamation) 
4. social: interactions with other agents, environment, and movement 
a. Rules for leasing and water rights 
5. adaptive: an agent has the ability to learn and adapt its behaviors  
a. A Reinforcement learning method is proposed for adaption 
6. goal-directed: an agent has goals to achieve with respect to its behaviors  

























Figure 2-13. Diagram of the general high level view of the proposed simuation 
structure.  The oil shale resource characterization, hydrology system models and 


























Figure 2-14 Diagram of the agent (Oil Shale Company) based simulation.  The primary 
spatial input is  the 3D resource model from which a retort geometry is  caluculated 
based on the agents proposed process. The primary output is the water use summary and 
























Figure 2-15.  Diagram of the water use simulation module shown in figure 15.  The 
three major components of water use are broken down in to three phases;  consturtion, 
retorting, and reclamation.  Site water use , the primary output, is then equal ot the total 





There are five proposed agents to be modeled in this research that represent general 
proposed retorting technologies and target zones. Alias names or alphabetical identifiers are used 
for agent identification. Each agent is intended to represent real world concepts for oil shale 
production.  The following is a brief overview on each agent and their proposed extraction 
technology to be simulated.   
2.2.1.1 Agent A 
 Agent A proposes to use an in-situ heating and extraction technology based on a 
horizontal well completion in a targeted Oil Shale interval.  The clay rich, illitic, oil shale 
interval in the lower Green River Formation below the Nahcolite zone is the target to avoid 
groundwater contamination issues (U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Managment, 
2006). Agent A proposes to heat panels in the R1 GRF layer with an aerial extent of 2000 ft. by 
2000 ft. using a series of directionally drilled heater and production wells, Figure 2-16 on page 
40. Agent A anticipates using less than one barrel of water per barrel of oil shale.  
Agent A was implemented in the simulation using 11 production and 10 heater wells 
drilled at a horizontal length of 2000 feet into the R1 zone. For the purposes of the simulation it 
was assumed Agent A would be required to monitor retort zone communication both laterally 
and vertically using a perimeter box of multi zonal monitor wells.  A total of 24 monitor wells 
with a spacing of 500 feet drilled to the base of the R1 layer are simulated.  It was assumed 
Agent A would use electrical energy for pyrolysis heating to simplify the simulation process 
though Agent proposes to use a gas burner at the commercial scale. 
2.2.1.2 Agent C 
 Agent C proposes to fracture the Mahogany Zone and rubblize a vertical section of that 
interval by applying pressure with carbon dioxide through a network of vertical wells.  The gas is 
heated and recycled and used to start the retorting process.  Agent C proposes to create fractured 
areas or pockets of rubblized oil shale in the organic rich confining layers to isolate the process 
from groundwater interaction, Figure 2-17 on page 41.  
Agent C was implemented in the simulation using 49 production and 64 heater wells 
drilled into the mid-section of the Mahogany Zone. For the purposes of the simulation it was 
assumed Agent C would be required to monitor retort zone communication both laterally and 
vertically using a perimeter box of multi zonal monitor wells.  A total of 24 monitor wells with a 
spacing of 500 feet drilled to the base of the Mahogany layer are simulated.  It was assumed 
Agent A would use an electrical energy for pyrolysis heating to simplify the simulation process 
though heated Carbon Dioxide is proposed at the commercial scale. 
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2.2.1.3 Agent E 
  Agent E plans to use an in-situ extraction process called Electrofrac, Figure 2-18 on page 
42.  They propose to create a series of longitudinal vertical hydraulic fractures in a targeted oil 
shale zone presumably in an organic rich confining layer (ExxonMobil Exploration Company, 
2006).  An electrically conductive material such as calcined petroleum coke will be injected into 
fractures and opposing electrical charges will be applied at either end.  It has been demonstrated 
that hydrocarbons will be expelled under in-situ stress through heating from the electrical charge 
due to the natural resistance of the shale.  
Agent E was implemented in the simulation using 46 construction, 23 connecting, 100 
production, and 184 monitor wells drilled into the middle of oil shale layers between the R4 and 
the top of the Garden Gulch member (L1). For the purposes of the simulation it was assumed 
Agent E would be required to monitor retort zone communication both laterally and vertically 
using a perimeter box of multi zonal monitor wells including the monitor wells proposed within 
the retort zone. 
2.2.1.4 Agent N 
 Agent N, an operating sodium bicarbonate mining company in the Piceance basin. The 
agent plans to target zones below the aquifer levels in order to avoid groundwater contamination 
(Natural Soda Holdings, Inc., 2011).  As an operating solution mining company Agent N already 
has a footprint in the Piceance basin and is plaining on modifying their existing solution mining 
process to target the oil shale.   
Agent N was implemented in the simulation using 5,500 well pairs, combined heating 
and production strings in one well bore. This assumes Agent N’s well pairs will be at a spacing 
of 50 feet drilled to the midpoint of the R2 layer, Figure 2-19 on page 43.  For the purposes of 
the simulation it was assumed Agent C would be required to monitor retort zone communication 
both laterally and vertically using a perimeter box of multi zonal monitor wells.  A total of 24 
monitor wells with a spacing of 500 feet drilled to the base of the R2 layer are simulated.  It was 

































Figure 2-16. Diagram of Agent A conceptual model for proposed retorting configuration 
and target zones.  Agent A plans to use a series of horizontal completions to target the 
clay rich Illitic Oil Shale units below groundwater saturation zones. (U.S. Department 

























Figure 2-17. The upper image is a conceptual model of Agents C in-situ process  The 
lower image shows the foot print of a proposed pilot faciltiy encompasing approximetly 
160 acres.  This will be scaled up for a commerical operation.  (U.S. Deparment of 

























Figure 2-18. Upper image is an conceptual model for Agent Eof the target heating zone 
made during the Electrofrac process. The lower image shows a planar view of the well 


























Figure 2-19. Diagram of the conceptual model proposed by Agent A for the target zone 
of well compleation during the Kerogen conversion of the oil shale production phase.  
(Natural Soda Holdings, Inc., 2011) 
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2.2.1.5 Agent S 
 Agent S has conducted research and development operations in the Piceance 
Basin since the early to mid-90s.  Their most recent proof of concept scale demonstration has 
been to implement an in-situ freeze wall to isolate a retort block from the surrounding host rock.  
Compared to the other agents in this simulation Agent S would target a broader vertical range of 
the Green River Formation while the other agents of targeted isolated zones in the lower section 
of the Green River Formation.  The overall process would be similar, construction – retorting – 
reclamation, but simulating this agent would need additional steps within that process to account 
for freeze wall construction and implementation and potentially a longer more thorough 
reclamation step before the freeze wall is released.  This is planned in future versions of the 
simulation.   Figure 2-20 is an artistic representation of the freeze wall implementation around a 
retort block.   
Agent S was implemented in the simulation using 676 production, 10816 heater, 1428 
freeze wall, and 24 monitor wells drilled down to the base of R2 layer. For the purposes of the 
simulation it was assumed Agent S would be required to monitor retort zone communication 
both laterally and vertically using a perimeter box of multi zonal monitor wells.  A total of 24 
monitor wells with a spacing of 500 feet drilled to the base of the R2 are simulated.  It was 
assumed Agent S would use an electrical energy source for pyrolysis.   
2.2.2 Relationships 
Agents typically interact with a subset of other agents, termed the agent’s neighbors. 
Local information is obtained from interactions with an agent’s neighbors (not any agent or all 
agents) and from its localized environment (not from any part of the entire environment). 
Generally, an agent’s set of neighbor’s changes rapidly as a simulation proceeds and agents 
move through the simulation space.  How agents are connected to each other is generally termed 
an agent-based model’s topology or connectedness. Typical topologies include a spatial grid or 
network of nodes (agents) and links (relationships). In the geographic information system (GIS) 
topology, agents move from patch to patch over a realistic geo-spatial landscape.   
For the simulation implementation three spatial grids were created for the Piceance basin 
in GIS. Grid cell size was set to 3000 ft. x 3000 ft.  Two of the simulation grids are based on 
BLM’s Preliminary Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS). In 2012 the BLM proposed to 
amend the 2008 PEIS and land use plans to further analyze and address concerns related to oil 
shale development on public lands. The final PEIS amended 10 resource management plans 



















Figure 2-20. Proposed retort design by Agent S.  This designs inlcudes a inovative 
freeze wall to separate the retort volume from the surronding host rock and aquifers.  
This is unique because as Agent S proposes to isolate the formation from the retort 
horizaontaly to access a much larger vertical block. (U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Managment, 2006) 
deemed the most likely spatial limits of allowable resource exploitation with a designated area of 
346,609 acres. Figure 2-21 on page 46 shows the Alternate 1 grid distribution.RMP plan 
Alternative 1 was considered a no action alternative by BLM, meaning no land use plans would 
change. (BLM, 2012) Alternative 1 is one of the most restrictive RMP plans accounting for 
environmental impacts and grade limits.  The second grid limited development to an extent 
defined by resource grade of 25 GPT as designated by the BLM. Figure 2-22 on page 47 shows 
the grid distribution defined by the grade limits. A third grid was created that had no restrictions 
allowing agents access to the full basin regardless of potential environmental impacts or 






























Figure 2-21. Map of the simulation grid extent as defined by the BLM’s RMP plan 


























Figure 2-22.  Map of the simulation grid extent as defined by the BLM’s resource grade 


























Figure 2-23. Map of the simulation grid extent as defined by the full limits of the GRF.  
The gird has a total of 3,680 cells 
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Proximity and movement in the current version of the simulation is handled by a set of 
logic statements and a grid topology look-up table. During the initiation of the simulation Agent, 
starting positions in the grid are randomly selected from a list of the available cells. An 
alternative approach could be implemented by pre-selecting a staring cell based on land 
ownership or resource lease. During following subsequent iterations as the agents move 
throughout the grid new active cells are randomly selected from a topology look-up table 
defining the cells in the Moore Neighborhood of current active operational cell. The Moore 
Neighborhood is defined as the eight cells that share a border surrounding a central cell. A check 
is then done to test the selection against a master list of remaining cells. If the selected cell is 
already in the operational process a new random starting cell is selected.  Table 2-4 is an 
example of the look-up table utilized in the simulation.  A cell proximity table was created for 
each simulation grid using a MATLAB script and GIS.  To create the table x-y positions of the 
grid cell centroids were exported from the GIS database. The table of centroid locations was then 
input into a MATLAB script (Appendix A-5) that checked for cell topology using a Euclidean 
distance and exported an indexed table.  
2.2.3 Environment 
Agents interact with their environment and with other agents. The environment may 
simply be used to provide information on the spatial location of an agent relative to other agents 
or it may provide a rich set of geographic information, as in a GIS. An agent’s location, included 
as a dynamic attribute, is sometimes needed to track agents as they move across a landscape, 
contend for space, acquire resources, and encounter other situations. Complex environmental 
models can be used to model the agent’s environment. For example, hydrology or atmospheric 
dispersion models can provide point location-specific data on groundwater levels or atmospheric 
pollutants, respectively, which are accessible by agents. (Macal & North, 2010) 
 
Table 2-4. Example of grid cell proximity look up table used in the simulation for agent 
movement decisions.  
Current Active Agent Cell ID Cells in the Moore Neighborhood 
20 450 1052 840 1119 68 211 1236 1478 
43 942 100 1376 1339 770 581 812 412 
53 520 141 1202 1404 187 536 475 378 
58 378 424 129 520 649 187 909 990 





The environmental model for the simulation is focused on the 3D distribution of the oil 
shale resource stored in the GIS database. For current version of the simulation the oil shale 
grade (Gallons per Tonne, GPT), thickness, and structure of each layer was integrated into the 
simulation grid scenarios using a zonal statistics function. There is a total of 55 environmental 
layers used in the simulation as listed in Table 2-5.  Maps for each layer are presented in 
Appendix A and referenced in the Table 2-5.  An ArcGIS model was created to automate the 
process of the aggregating and summarizing the data from 55 raster layers into each simulation 
grid scenario, Figure 2-24.  A MATLAB script (Appendix A -6) was created to format the data 
structure to create a Simulation Grid Data (SGD) file for input into the simulation.  
 
 
Table 2-5.  Table of Appendix B map numbers related to each of the simulation 
environment layers.  
Layer Grade (GPT) 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
Structure (Feet amsl) 
Bed 44 B-1 B-2 B-3 
A Groove B-4 B-5 B-6 
Mahogany Zone B-7 B-8 B-9 
B Groove B-10 B-11 B-12 
R-6 Zone B-13 B-14 B-15 
L-5 Zone B-16 B-17 B-18 
R-5 Zone B-19 B-20 B-21 
L-4 Zone B-22 B-23 B-24 
R-4 Zone B-25 B-26 B-27 
L-3 Zone B-28 B-29 B-30 
R-3 Zone B-31 B-32 B-33 
L-2 Zone B-34 B-35 B-36 
R-2 Zone B-37 B-38 B-39 
L-1 Zone B-40 B-41 B-42 
R-1 Zone B-43 B-44 B-45 
L-0 Zone B-46 B-47 B-48 



















Figure 2-24. Visualization of ArcGIS Model Builder schema used to aggregate the 
simulation environment data.  Input into the model consists of a folder location for the 
55 rasters that define the simulation environment and the grid cell scenario data.  The 
model outputs a table that consists of summarized statistics for each of the 55 raster 
layers for grid cell zone.  
2.2.4 Limitations and Assumptions of Agent-Based Modeling  
 The following is a list of questions posed by (Macal & North, 2010) along with 
responses that should be considered when designing an agent based simulation.  These cover 
limitation and assumptions used in the model and the thought process for the general design. 
 
1. What should the agents be in the model? Who are the decision makers in the 
system? What are the entities that have behaviors? What data on agents are 
simply descriptive (static attributes)? What agent attributes would be calculated 
endogenously by the model and updated in the agents (dynamic attributes)? 
 
The agents in the model represent each of technologies and resources target 
intervals of five companies that have existing research and development lease 
holdings. Each of companies represented will have behaviors based on feedbacks 
within the system, specifically their ability to develop lease blocks limited by 
temporal and spatial attributes of system.  Each agent has its own static attributes 
that describe the extraction process which includes a period of construction, 
retorting, and reclamation.  Internally the model generates feedbacks based upon 
the water needs of agents during the current state.  The current simulation does 
not have the ability to assess the system and try to meet those needs.    
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2. What is the agents’ environment? How do the agents interact with the 
environment? Is an agent’s mobility through space an important consideration? 
 
The agents’ environment includes the oil shale resources of the Piceance Basin 
and the hydrological system including components of the groundwater and 
surface water systems.  The agents interact with their environment by occupying a 
grid cell which represents a retort footprint.  That cell has attributes determined by 
the environment.  The agents’ mobility and topology of the grid is an important 
aspect of the simulation.   
3. What agent behaviors are of interest? What decisions do the agents make? What 
behaviors are being acted upon? What actions are being taken by the agents? 
 
The behaviors of the individual agents aren’t a focus of this simulation. The 
behaviors will be simple and based strictly on product production and water use. 
The outcome for the collective actions of the agents is important and the impact 
on the environment and the feedbacks from the environment on production of oil. 
There are two major actions being taken by the agent. One is simply the 
movement of agents within the basin from grid cell to grid cell.  Two will be the 
time frame of each major state in the retorting process (construction, production, 
and reclamation) based on constraints of the technology and water resource 
availability.   
4. How do the agents interact with each other or with the environment? How 
expansive or focused are agent interactions? 
 
Interaction between agents will be limited to just movement restrictions based on 
proximity of owned resource blocks.  Agent interactions with the environment are 
the focus of this simulation.  Agents will receive feedback based on their location 
within the resource.  A focused agent interaction will guide most of the simulation 
based upon interactions with the environment in and around the agent’s cell at a 
particular state.  Output of the agent’s state, water use and global simulation 
results are recorded.    
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5. Where might the data come from, especially on agent behaviors, for such a 
model? 
The data for the environment and agent behaviors was compiled from 
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) submitted to the BLM for the purposes 
securing R&D lease blocks.  Conceptual in-situ retort models were taken from the 
EIS and up-scaled to represent a potential commercial retort operation.  
7. How might you validate the model, especially the agent behaviors? 
 
Models or simulations are calibrated against historical data to validate the model. 
The validity and accuracy of any projections is heavily dependent on the level of 
calibration. This is true for the hydrologic systems models used to simulate the 
surface and groundwater. They have been calibrated based on historical stream 
flow and well level data. A commercial in-situ oil shale extraction industry does 
not exist; therefore, there is no data to match.  However, there are expectations of 
recovered oil volumes and water consumption to oil production ratios based on 
individual retort models. There will be many assumptions made when scaling 
current R&D facilities to a commercial operation.  The final model validation will 
be based on best processional opinion with respect to reasonable expectations and 
results.  
2.2.5 Agent Operational Phases 
 The focus of the simulation and agent interaction with the environment are the 
operational phases of the process for producing hydrocarbons from each retort cell.  The retort 
operation is divided up into three phases Construction, Pyrolysis, and Reclamation. The agent 
interacts with the environmental property variables defined by the resource layers in the 
subsurface below each cell to calculate the water required and time length of each phase.  
2.2.5.1 Construction Phase 
 The construction phase primarily consists of drilling the required wells for retort 
development.  Each agent has oil shale resource target layers as presented in the agent conceptual 
models.  Drilling water use and simulation time is dictated by the depth to the target layer, 
number of wells, number of drill rigs, drilling rate, and water use rate. Total construction phase 
water use is determined from the drilling water and dust mitigation water use. Dust mitigation is 
assumed to be at a constant rate based on delivery of one 10,000-gallon water truck delivered to 
the site each day (equivalent to 3 gpm). To determine the total amount of water during drilling, 
the dust mitigation rate is added to the drill water use rate for the time required to drill the wells. 
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(Mattson et al., 2012) Once the total drilling length required is met the agent progresses to the 
next phase, pyrolysis.  
2.2.5.2 Pyrolysis Phase 
 The second phase of the retort operations is the pyrolysis (heating) phase.  This phase 
along with the subsequent reclamation phase consumes the most water.  Water is used in power 
generation needed to heat the oil shale to a sufficient temperature to break down the kerogen into 
oil, gas, and char. Kerogen starts to break down at 300° C.  The ideal temperature for oil shale 
pyrolysis is 360° C.  The reaction kinetics of kerogen pyrolysis have been extensively 
investigated (Campbell & Burnham, 1980) (Braun & Burnham, 1986) (Bar, Ikan, & Aizenshat, 
1986) (Skala, Kopsch, Sokic, Neumann, & Jovanovic, 1990). Experimental conditions have 
mainly covered the very high heating rates and atmospheric pressure conditions of surface 
retorts. Kerogen is a complex organic molecule, and is broken down into a wide range of product 
molecules during pyrolysis. The composition of the products will depend on temperature, 
pressure, and the heating rate. (Mattson et al., 2012) 
1) Primary pyrolysis occurs between 350 and 500 ºC, oil is driven off generating a residual char 
with a C/H ratio in the range of 1 to 1.6;  
2) Secondary char pyrolysis occurs between 500 and 650 ºC, hydrogen gas and methane gas are 
driven off, the residual char has a C/H ratio between 1.6 and 4.3.  
3) above 650 ºC, hydrogen gas, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide are driven off, leaving the char 
with little hydrogen. 
Modeling of the pyrolysis is best done using a multi-phase, multi-component numerical 
simulator to capture the complexities of the system and thermal propagation in the retort cell. 
This is not feasible in the framework of the multi-agent simulation; therefore, a simple linear 
model was used to calculate the energy/mass needed to heat the oil shale based on the grade and 
water content.  The data and model used for the simulation was provided by Alan Burnham, 
Table 2-6. The oil shale property data was provided by American Shale Oil (AMSO).  The oil 
shale Kerogen weight percent correlation to oil shale grade, Figure 2-25, and the oil shale bulk 
density models, shown in Figure 2-26, for wet and dry shale were derived from Alan Burnham’s 
data. Linear models for energy/mass (MJ/tonne) based on oil shale grade were derived from data 
in Table 2-6 are presented in Figure 2-27. 
The pyrolysis phase water use was calculated using the calculated mass of the retort rock 
multiplied by the enthalpy of heating to derive the energy need. Water consumption per MWh 
for multiple power generation methods, Table 2-7, was then used to calculate final water volume 
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based on the energy input and heating time.  Heating times can vary from 1.5 to 7 years 











Figure 2-25. Oil shale Kerogen weight percent for grade based on AMSO data provided 












Figure 2-26. Oil shale bulk dry density for wet and dry shale based on AMSO data 






Table 2-6. Oil shale property data provided by Alan Burnham used to derive energy/mass model.  
MJ/ton shale product (from 
EGL)   
MJ/tonne  @ 360 
C        



















0 0 0 0 0.0 0 318 574 718 798 0.0 2730.0 0.2 9.2 9.1 
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Figure 2-27.  Linear energy trends per oil shale grade derived from data in Table 2-6 
from Alan Burnham. 
 
2.2.5.3 Reclamation Phase 
Once the pyrolysis phase is completed the retort block must be remediated. As part of this 
remediation effort, the retort zone may be flushed with water to remove excess heat and mobile 
contaminants. Modeling results for Shell’s Oil Shale Test Project (Shell, 2006) suggest that a 20-
pore volume flush will be necessary to reduce contaminants down to an acceptable level. In 
Shell’s simulations, they thought this would be achievable in 2 years of flushing. (Mattson et al., 
2012) 
The total remediation water required is a function of the total porosity, retort volume and 
the required number of pore volumes needed to be flushed through the system. The total porosity 
is a user defined value typically higher than the initial effective porosity, due to the removal of 
kerogen during the retort process. A total porosity of 25 % was used in the simulation. The actual 
water needed is less than the total remediation water required due to recycling of the water. The 
first pore volume is needed to refill the retort volume with water. Water used to fill the first poor 
volume was assumed to come from groundwater sources. After that initial filling, water will be 
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recycled from the injection wells to the production wells and any water losses will be accounted 
for in the recycle water percentage. (Mattson et al., 2012) 
Table 2-7.  Table of water consumption per power generation method.  (International 




Median Consumptive Use 
Rate (Liters per MWh) 
Wind 0 
Solar PV 75 
CSP 600 
Gas CCGT CCS 2000 
Nuclear 3500 
Coal CSS 5000 
Coal Pond Subcritical 25000 
 
Note: PV = solar photovoltaics; CSP = concentrating solar power; CCGT = combined-cycle gas 
turbine CCS = carbon capture and storage International Energy Agency (IEA) sources: 
(Meldrum, Nettles-Anderson, Heath, & Macknick, 2013) (Macknick, 2011) (Spang, Moonmaw, 
Gallagher, Kirshen, & Marks, 2014) (NETL (National Energy Technology Laboratory), 2011) 
(US DOE (United States Department of Energy), 2006) 
 
The time necessary to complete the remediation in the simulation is determined by the 
number of pore volume sweeps, the pore volume and the injection rate. The number of pore 
volume sweeps can be set for each Agent.  For the purposes of the simulation pore volume sweep 
requirements were set to 20 for Agent S as their retorting process will require a complete flush of 
the groundwater system to return the retort cell to background water quality conditions. Agents 
A, C, E, and N are predicted to not impact the groundwater quality by design.  It is uncertain 
whether these agents will be required to perform a pore volume sweep by regulatory agencies.  
For the simulation Agents A, C, E and N were set to perform 3 pore volume sweeps.  The 
reasoning for performing 3 sweeps assumes the agents will capture and transfer the waste heat 
from the retort block to be used in heating subsequent blocks.  Based on modeling performed by 
Idaho National Lab (INL) retort block temperatures will drop below 70° Celsius after 3 pore 
volume sweeps, Figure 2-28. Based on current Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) binary power 
plant technology 70° Celsius is the minimum rejection temperature to produce electricity from 
heated fluids. (Correspondence with ORMAT, NSF Sedheat Workshop 2017) Once the required 
number of sweeps are met the Agent changes phase state and is moved to Phase 0 in the 















Figure 2-28. Graph of a SHELL ICP retort temperature change per pore volume sweep 
generated by the INL systems dynamic model. (Mattson, Hull, & Cafferty, 2012) 
2.2.6 Simulation Implementation 
 The simulation was coded in MATLAB and is saved as a script file (.m).  A simple linear 
programming style was used with a series of nested loops and logic statements. No 3rd party 
functions or special add-in tool boxes were used to create the simulation script therefor it will run 
on any basic MATLAB license.  The main simulation script is presented in Appendix A-6. 
2.2.6.1 Simulation I/O 
 The simulation requires two input files to run, each unique to the simulation grid 
scenarios.  A ‘SGD_.... _.mat’ file, Simulation Grid Data (SGD) file is loaded containing 
aggregated environment data by cell based on the geologic model.  A ‘Cell_Topology_..._.mat’ 
file that contains the cell Moore Neighborhood grid look-up table is also required per simulation 
grid scenario. All other variables can be edited directly in the script.  
 Simulation output includes time series records of water use per Agent and by retort cell.  
CSV and Excel files of the output data are written at the end of the simulation run, so other 
programs can be used to analyze the data if desired.  All output files are loaded in the GIS 
database for spatial analysis and visualization.   
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2.2.6.2 Simulation Script Code Structure 
 The overall simulation code structure is a series nested loops as soon in Figure 2-39.  The 
main loops iterates over the number of total number of grid cells till all cells have been retorted 
and reclaimed.  Each agent has a nested logic loop.  Within each agent loop is a series of logic 
loops for each development phase.  Once the simulation breaks from the main loop having 




















Figure 2-29 Basic simulation pseudo code.  
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CHAPTER 3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 Multiple simulation runs were performed using the PEIS RMP Alternate 1 plan as shown 
in Figure 2-21. The initial simulation runs were done to QA/QC output calculations and to 
“calibrate” the model.  There is no historical data in the Piceance Basin for commercial retort 
operations or in any other basins with in-situ technology. Therefore, there is no data for 
traditional model calibrations. Two primary output variables were used to validate the model 
results; the time of pyrolysis and the ratio of water consumption to produced oil.  Based on 
previous modeling efforts simulating single retort cells the expected heating time of a retort cell 
is 1.3 – 7 years. (Mattson et al., 2012) General water to oil ratios are reported as 0.3 – 12 barrels 
of water per barrels of oil.  Heating rate was adjusted to meet the expected heating time across all 
five agents.  The simulation generates ranges of water to oil from 1.3 to 24 using a power 
generation ratio of 600 MWh/liter.  There are four outliers with ratio values of 13 to 24 that 
result from lower grade site selections and higher reclamation volumes. Once expected output 
ranges for generated and post calculated results were met a series of simulation runs were 
completed on all three grids for analysis.  
 Results and analysis are presented in detail for RMP Alternate 1 plan grid.  This grid 
extent and underlying environment input represents the most likely permitted scenario. The 
results of two runs are presented and compared.  The simulation runs differ by maximum 
allowable retort cells allocated to each agent. Run 1 limits Agents A, C, and E to 400 retort cells 
while allowing Agents N and S no limits.  Run 2 limits all Agents to a maximum of 300 retort 
cells each.  These limits were set after conducting a series of runs with no cell limits. Agents A, 
C, and E had significantly shorter construction times compared to Agents N and S.  This resulted 
in Agents A, C and E moving through the operational phases in a shorter period therefor 
dominating the simulation grid.  Dividing the total number of grid cells evenly between the five 
agents as set in simulation run 2 most likely represents an equitable leasing program.  Simulation 
Run 1 takes a total time period of 104 years to complete operations while Run 2 takes 329 years. 
The significant difference in total time period is due to the longer operational phase times for 
Agents N and S and the additional distribution retort cells for these agents. 
Simulation Run 1 and 2 output data was uploaded into the geodatabase and joined to the 
grid to spatially visualize the results.  A series of maps were created to compare spatial 
distributions of resulting retort cell attributes and agent distributions for both Runs 1 and 2, 
Figures 3-1 – 3-8.  The maps show total water use, local water use (construction plus reclamation 
water), water-oil ratio, and total oil production. Spatial patterns are complex resulting from a 


















































































































































































































Figure 3-8. Map of simulation Run 2 barrels of oil produced per retort cell.  
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 Time series plots of simulation output were created for both Runs 1 and 2. Figures 3-9 
and 3-10 show global cumulative water consumption by power generation method.  Total 
cumulative water consumption is sensitive to power generation water consumption rate. Figures 
3-9 and 3-10 can be broken down into multiple sectors by changes in water consumption over 
time. The changes in consumption rate are due to differences in agent extraction methodologies, 
resource targets, and phase time length.  Agents A, C, and E tend to dominate early consumption 
use curves while Agents N and S influence later stages in the commercial oil shale production 
scenario. The sectors and reasons for the consumptive use changes are discussed in detail with 













Figure 3-9. Plot of simulation Run 1 global cumulative water consumption by power 
generation method. The time series is divided into four sections I, II, III, IV 
representing changes in water consumption rate.  Sector I represents the initial 
construction phase as the five agents start operations within the simulation. Sector II 
represents a state change for Agents A and C as they start to develop additional retort 
cells and change state to phase 2.  Sector III represents the greatest increase in 
consumptive water use. This period is dominated by all five agents in all three phase 
states. Pyrolysis and reclamation phases consume the most water. Sector IV represents 
the final period were all agents have either completed operational phases in assigned 
cells or are in the final reclamation phase. 
 
















Figure 3-8 Plot of simulation Run 2 global cumulative water consumption by power 
generation method. The time series is divided into four sections I, II, III, IV, V 
representing changes in water consumption rate.  Sector I represents the initial 
construction phase as the five agents start operations within the simulation. Sector I I 
represents a state change for Agents A, and C as they start to develop additional retort 
cells and change state to phase 2.  Sector III represents a period that includes phase 
changes and additional construction for Agents A, C, and E. Sector IV represen ts a 
period were Agents A and C have completed operations, Agent E is finishing final 
reclamation and Agents N and S are ramping up phases 2 and 3.  Sector V represents the 
final period were Agents A, C, E and S have completed operational phases while Agent 
S is still in all three phase states.  
 
 Figures 3-9 and 3-10 are plots of water consumption for both Runs 1 and 2 by agent. 
Figure 39 shows results from Run 1 where Agents A and C dominate early water use and Agents 
N and S are suppresed becaues of long construction and phase times. This leads to a shorter 
simulation time of 104 years. Figure 3-10 shows results from Run 2 where Agent S is distributed 
II I I IV V I II
I 
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a greater number of retort cells, 297 compared to only 4 in Run 1.  Agent S stands out as the 
















Figure 3-9 Plot of simulation Run 1 water consumption by agent.  
 
Figure 3-11 is a plot of water - oil ratios versus oil shale grade by Agent. There is no 
correlation to water - oil ratios in relation to oil shale grade for Agents C and N and S. The ratio 
spread for Agent S does tend to narrow as the oil shale grade increases. Agent E has a slight 
positive correlation to water – oil ratio as oil shale grade increases. Agent A has a negative 
correlation, which is due to a greater resource thickness and depth as grade increases which 
















Figure 3-10. Plot of simulation Run 2 water consumption by agent. 
 
 










Figure 3-11. Plot of simulation results for water to oil ratios versus oil shale grade by 
Agent.  
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 Figures 3-12 – 3-15 show water consumptive use for both runs along with potential water 
availability from a reservoir storage scenario.  Los Alamos National Laboratory along with 
Systech Water Resources performed a water diversion study in 2009 – 2010 using the WARMF 
model platform to simulate diverting unappropriated water from the White and Colorado Rivers. 
(LANL et al., 2009) The study concluded there was enough water available for reservoir storage 
from the White and Colorado to meet minimum flow requirements and cross state obligations 
under the current climate temperature state. The maximum reservoir storage pulling ¾’s from the 
Colorado River and ¼ from the White River is 200,000 acre-feet per year.  Results from the 
current simulation indicate this is half of what would be needed to support a basin wide 
commercial scenario.  Reservoir storage plotted against simulation water consumption results in 
Plots 3-12 – 3-15 is 400,000 acre-feet per year.  Plots 3-13 and 3-15 show a hypothetical 















Figure 3-12. Graph of simulation Run 1 global cumulative water consumption by power 














Figure 3-13. Graph of simulation Run 1 local water consumption compared to potential 
reservoir storage diverted from the White and Colorado Rivers. Local water 
consumption includes water used for construction and reclamation phases of the 











Figure 3-14. Graph of simulation Run 2 global cumulative water consumption by power 



























Figure 3-15.  Graph of simulation Run 2 local water consumption compared to potential 
reservoir storage diverted from the White and Colorado Rivers.  Local water 






CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A water resource geospatial infrastructure has been developed in this project which 
creates a repository for large volumes of geological, hydro-geological, topological, water 
resource and oil shale data. The geodatabase in the geospatial infrastructure will allow for 
collaborative regional/basin assessments for future oil shale development based on the same 
“baseline”. This type of collaboration provides an ideal atmosphere for the development of new, 
generically useful approaches to the use of new technology, and procedures that promote the best 
and most widespread use of our enormous data holdings despite their disparate locations and 
heterogeneous formats.  
The components of this geospatial infrastructure including data frame, databases 
customized tools and models, are designed to be interlinked. These interlinks allow for 
“synchronized” updating. The final results of this project shall support decision makers to answer 
such questions as, the amount of oil shale resource, water availability, and potential 
environmental impacts under various development scenarios.  The procedures/tools/models 
developed in this research are designed to be general. These procedures/tools/models are readily 
adapted to other study areas.  
A multi-agent based simulation was designed and coded in MATLAB to investigate a 
commercial oil shale operational scenario in the Piceance Basin. The simulation was a unique 
application of the geospatial infrastructure coupled with a scripting platform.  This was the first 
attempt known to simulate a full basin scenario with a spatial component and multiple extraction 
technologies.  Previous research and simulations had focused on single retort analysis or a 
lumped basin model.  Simulation runs were completed on multiple grids constructed in ArcGIS.  
Simulation grids were designed to represent potential retort extents as defined by the BLM PEIS 
lease scenarios.  The BLM RMP program Alternate 1 was chosen as the most likely scenario.  
Multiple simulation runs on the Alternate 1 grid were performed to investigate agent 
interactions, retorting methodologies, phase state timing, and spatial distributions of the resource 
on water resource consumption and oil production. Results indicate the Pyrolysis and 
Reclamation phases are the most water intensive.  Water consumption with regards to power 
generation needed for pyrolysis heating is an important factor when minimizing the water – oil 
ratio. Power generation methodologies that use over 600 liters per MWh increase ratio’s outside 
expected ranges.  Utilizing low water consumption renewable energies and optimizing onsite 
energy needs will be important to make a commercial oil shale industry viable in an arid western 
region. Using waste heat from the finished retort cell to produce power for heating subsequent 
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retort cells would help offset energy costs and water use.  Timing of retort cell development and 
operations will need to be throttled to not exceed available water resources. Treating and 
recycling wastewater will reduce the demand on freshwater resources posed by in- situ 
processes. Recycling and reuse of produced water will potentially greatly reduce total water 
consumption through the production and reclamation cycle.  Maximizing oil production and 
retorting rates according to the simulation will use volumes of water exceeding the 200,000 acre-
feet per year diversion scenario from the White and Colorado Rivers.  Distribution and leasing of 
developable lands between the agents is an important influence on water consumption and water-
oil ratios. Managing the resource, land leasing, and operational timing will need to be handled at 
a higher level than the invested agents to force cooperation as not to exceed available water 
resources.  
The simulation demonstrated the need to understand the effect of different resource zone 
targets and technologies on not only water consumption but ultimately the total oil produced. As 
discussed in section 1, using a geology-based assessment methodology, the U.S. Geological 
Survey estimated a total of 4.285 trillion barrels of oil in-place in the oil shale of the three 
principal basins of the Eocene Green River Formation. Using oil shale cutoffs of potentially 
viable (15 gallons per ton) and high grade (25 gallons per ton), it is estimated that between 1.146 
trillion and 353 billion barrels of the in-place resource have a high potential for development 
(Birdwell, Mercier, Ronald, & Michael, 2012). Separating out the Piceance Basin in the same 
study using oil shale cutoffs of potentially viable (15 gallons per ton) and high grade (25 gallons 
per ton), it is estimated that between 920 billion and 352 billion barrels of the in-place resources 
are developable (Birdwell, Mercier, Ronald, & Michael, 2012). Simulation scenario Run 1 
produced 71.3 billion barrels and Run 2 produced 173 billion barrels.  The results do not 
represent specific grade cutoffs for each target layer but do demonstrate the impact of specific 
zonal targeting. The USGS method considered all available layers compared to the subset 
defined by the Agent targets. It is important to note that the proposed technologies and target 
zones were based on research and development plans.  Agents are likely to expand their targets 
beyond the stated zones increasing the overall resources being utilized.  
4.1 Simulation Enhancement  
The current multi-agent simulation was developed to model the water consumption 
during a commercial oil shale operation in the Piceance Basin of Western Colorado.  Five 
individual agents and their unique in-situ retorting plans and resource targets are simulated on a 
grid in the basin and over time. The simulation successfully walks the five agents through the 
three phases of retort operation interacting with the oil shale resource, calculating consumptive 
water use over time. This is a step forward or above what has been done on a single retort 
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simulation or a lump parameter basin wide simulation that is abstracted from the resource and 
technologies applied to the extraction.  The current simulation development can be greatly 
enhanced with further funding and time.  The code and underlying database that supports the 
environmental variables are open and available with this thesis and can be developed further. 
The following is a list of potential points of enhancement that could be done to extract further 
insight form the current state of the simulation and to improve its functionality.  
1. A data post processing code block can be added to the current script or created in a separate 
script to aggregate and analyze the generated output data. Currently comma separated value 
files or Microsoft Excel files are created that output data for each agent by cell and by time 
step.  Manually post processing, inspecting, calculating derivative output, and graphing is 
prohibitive to comprehensive analysis.  This will only be exasperated with a Monte Carlo 
type exploration of input parameters and time stepping. Further statistical analysis including 
cluster analysis and sensitivity studies could then be performed on aggregated model runs.  
2. As stated in point 1, the main simulation loop should be wrapped in a Monte Carlo 
simulation to explore variability in results due to the random grid cell selection and agent 
retorting operations. Once the Monte Carlo loop is implemented one can also explore 
sensitivity of the resulting consumptive water use and water – oil ratio with respect to various 
input parameters. This will require an automated post processing routine as discussed in point 
1. Uncertainty in parameter distributions can be explored by sampling simulation values over 
probability distributions.   
3. An obvious and key next step in simulation development is to answer the next question 
beyond consumptive water use; what is the maximum water use rate versus water 
availability.  As demonstrated with the current simulation conceptualization there is most 
likely not enough water available in the region for a fast pace optimal production scenario 
even considering local water consumption alone. To fundamentally answer this question the 
simulation will need to be able to control the water use rate and thus the development rate 
and oil production rate. There are multiple ways to accomplish this.  First step would be to 
set a water consumptive use limit. This could be established by setting a limit based on water 
availability predictions from previous regional surface and groundwater modeling efforts. 
Another way to set the limit would be by water rights ownership.  The difference using water 
rights ownership is the limits imposed on individual agents versus a global water pool for all 
agents. Next step would be to build in a set of rules to throttle development by limiting phase 
steps and or usage rates depending on the water use limit threshold.  
4. Another simulation enhancement to address the water availability issue would be to simulate 
the hydrologic system dynamically during the basin simulation process.  This step could 
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potentially use the existing WARMF and MODFLOW models developed under the DOE 
research program. The WARMF model simulates impacts to local stream flows and reservoir 
storage. One potential problem with using the WARMF model will be the time steps of the 
basin simulation versus the continuous model application of WARMF.  The existing 
MODFLOW model could be implemented in series with the basin simulation in transient 
mode to calculate the groundwater balance and pumping impacts to the potentiometric 
surface. A set of MODFLOW functions developed for MATLAB in a package called mfLab 
(Olsthoorn, 2013) could be used to integrate the simulation with the numerical model. A 
major drawback using WARMF and MODFLOW in this regard is the lack of surface water – 
groundwater interaction integration between the two modeling programs.  To overcome the 
issues with surface water – groundwater integration and the potential issues with running 
WARMF in series with the basin simulation a MODFLOW model and a coded reservoir 
simulation in MATLAB could be implemented. Simulation of impacts to local streams from 
withdraws will likely be unnecessary as the amount of water available from local stream 
flows negligible.  
5. Beyond implementing a set of rules via logic statements in point 3, the simulation could be 
implemented with a machine learning algorithm.  The author implemented a demonstration 
simulation optimizing a single agent resource search to maximize oil production using 
reinforcement learning.  The current simulation could be wrapped in a reinforcement learning 
loop.  The key to using a reinforcement learning algorithm or another machine learning 
methodology will be system feedbacks to calculate state change quality with regards to 
consumptive use rate and overall system water balance.  Learning rates and state space 
exploration will be important to successful implementation.  
6. The simulation implementation of the Pyrolysis and Reclamation stages have been simplified 
for practical reasons to minimize simulation run times. While conceptualization of the retort 
volumes and processes is correct, there is a significant degree of uncertainty in the 
consumptive water use based on assumptions and simplification used in the phases.  There 
are potentially several options to more accurately simulate the water consumption during the 
pyrolysis and reclamation phases. One option would be to implement analytical models of 
the retort pyrolysis and reclamation based on input form the resource model. The benefit of 
the analytical models would be the ability to imbed them in series with the simulation as they 
would have fast runtimes. The drawback will be the simplification and limitations of the 
models themselves and there for the ability to accurately simulate the system and outcomes. 
Another option would be numerical simulation of the Pyrolysis and Reclamation phases. This 
would be done with a multi-phase and multi-component reservoir simulator.  These models 
would greatly increase the accuracy of the process simulation and outcomes over time 
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including hydrocarbon production and recovery, energy potential from reclamation mass 
flows, pressures, and temperatures. The biggest drawback to the numerical simulator would 
be run time and dynamic parameter inputs given location within the basin. It would be 
impractical to invoke the numerical simulators within the basin simulation. To get around the 
run time issues and basin simulation integration a series of numerical simulations could be 
run for each agent’s process and retort geometries over a sampling of a distribution of 
parameter values defined by ranges within the basin simulation environment. Aggregated 
outputs from these numerical simulation runs could then be used to build functions based on 
inputs from the environment to quickly generate water consumptive use results, hydrocarbon 
production, reclamation rate and efficiency, and enthalpy output for power generation from 
reclamation phase.  
7. The current basin simulation should be wrapped in a graphical user interface (GUI) or 
implemented in a new MATLAB format called a Live Script. The basin simulation is coded 
as a MATLAB script or .m file. Edits to input files, parameters, units must be made directly 
to the script code and saved before running the simulation. A live script allows the user to 
include embedded output, formatted text, equations, and images in a single environment. 
(MathWorks, Inc, 2017) Creating a GUI for the simulation script would be an aesthetic and 
usability addition. MATLAB can deploy code via compiled executables. Once a GUI is 
created an executable could be made for the simulation, so it could be freely distributed and 
run a Windows Operating System. 
8. Post-processing visualization of the simulation output can be directly done in the MATLAB 
using the extensive library of graphical output functions and the Mapping Toolbox. Using 
these function libraries real time consumptive water use, phase state, and simulation cell 
position can be visualized in the MATLAB development environment.   
4.2 Disclaimer 
 Simulation results and conclusions are based on simplified models and assumptions 
outlined in this document. Reported water to oil ratios are not to be taken as results from a 
rigorously tested and calibrated model. Water to oil ratios outside predicted industry ranges 
should not be quoted as representative values.  The simulation is only a tool to test various 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB SCRIPTS 
 SCRIPT A – 1 
 
%Read climate timeseries data from ArcHydro database and 
%generate .MET WARMF input files 
  
curDir = 'C:\DOE_project\Climate_Station_Data'; 
cd(curDir); 
fileToRead1 = 'Timeseries.txt'; 
%newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1); 
  
  
DELIMITER = ' '; 
HEADERLINES = 0; 
  
% Import the file 
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1, DELIMITER, HEADERLINES); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 
    assignin('base', vars{i}, newData1.(vars{i})); 
end 
  
TSdata = data(1:end,1:end); 
TStext = textdata(1:end,1:end); 
  
fileToRead1 = 'Climate_Stations_Loc.xlsx'; 
  
newData1 = importdata(fileToRead1); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 




[num, txt] = xlsread('Rifle_84_08.xlsx'); 
Rpressure = num(1:end,1); 
Rdew = num(1:end,2); 
Rwind = num(1:end,3); 
  
[num, txt] = xlsread('Meeker_84_08.xlsx'); 
Mpressure = num(1:end,1); 
Mdew = num(1:end,2); 
Mwind = num(1:end,3); 
  
  
Line1 = char('Version        3'); 
Line2lat = char('Latitude:'); 
Line2long = char('Longitude:'); 
87 
DayMET = char('DayMET'); 
  
StationID = TStext(1:end,1); 
unqStationID = unique(StationID); 
nStations = length(unqStationID); 
Date = TStext(1:end,3); 
Values = TSdata(1:end,1); 
Station = char('Station'); 
lat = data(1:end,12); 
long = data(1:end,13); 
noData = char('-999'); 
TStype = TStext(1:end,2); 
unqTStype = unique(TStype); 
nTStype = length(unqTStype); 
  
ValueType = NaN(30000,3); 





for jStation = 1:nStations 
     
    curStation = unqStationID(jStation,1);    
    idxStation = find(ismember(StationID,curStation));                                 
    curValues = Values(idxStation,1);   
    txtDate = Date(idxStation,1); 
    curTStypeIDX = TStype(idxStation,1); 
    unqTStypeIDX = unique(curTStypeIDX);  
    nTStypeIDX = length(unqTStypeIDX); 
    for jTStype = 1:nTStypeIDX 
        
    curTStype = unqTStypeIDX(jTStype,1); 
    idxTStype = find(ismember(curTStypeIDX,curTStype)); 
    %ValueType = char(jTStype); 
        if jTStype == 1 
          TSTypeDataMaxT = curValues(idxTStype,1); 
        elseif   jTStype == 2 
          TSTypeDataMinT = curValues(idxTStype,1); 
        elseif jTStype == 3 
          TSTypeDataPrecip = curValues(idxTStype,1); 
        end 
    end 
    txtTimeData = txtTime(idxTStype,1); 
  
    curSubbasin = str2num(curSubbasin); 
    idxSubbasinLoc = find(ismember(SubbasinID,curSubbasin));   % 
    txtLat = lat(idxSubbasinLoc,1);                        % 
    txtLong = long(idxSubbasinLoc,1);                      % 
  
    curSubbasin = num2str(curSubbasin); 
    outfile = strcat(DayMET,curSubbasin,'.MET'); 
    file = char(outfile); 
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    SubText = strcat('DayMET_Subbasin',curSubbasin); 
    outSubbasin = char(SubText); 
    
    cd('C:\MET_text'); 
    fid = fopen(file, 'wt'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%s\n%s   %6g %s %7g %s\n',.... 
    Line1, Line2lat,txtLat,Line2long,txtLong,outSubbasin); 
    nLine = length(TSTypeDataPrecip); 
     
     
     
     
    for jLine = 1:nLine    
        DateTime = txtTime(jLine,1); 
        outPrecip = TSTypeDataPrecip(jLine,1); 
        outMaxT = TSTypeDataMaxT(jLine,1); 
        outMinT = TSTypeDataMinT(jLine,1); 
            
       DateTime = char(DateTime); 
       DateTimeSplit = regexp(DateTime, '\ ', 'split' );  
       Date = DateTimeSplit(1,1); 
       Date = char(Date); 
       date = datestr(datestr(Date,23),24); 
       writedate = regexprep(date, '/', '' ); 
  
             if jLine == 1 
                fprintf(fid,'%s %s  %02.2f  %02.2f  %02.2f      %s    
%s    %s    
%s',writedate,writeTime,outPrecip,outMinT,outMaxT,noData,noData,noData
,noData); 
             elseif jLine > 1    
                fprintf(fid,'\n%s %s  %02.2f  %02.2f  %02.2f      %s    
%s    %s    
%s',writedate,writeTime,outPrecip,outMinT,outMaxT,noData,noData,noData
,noData); 
             end    
    end 
    fclose(fid); 
end   
 SCRIPT A – 2 
 
%Convert USGS guage time series data from ArcHydro 
%and Diversion data to WARMF Input files 
%Set Current Directory 
curDir = 'C:\DOE_Project\GIS_Data\Diversions'; 
cd(curDir); 
[num, text] = xlsread('Diversions__Loc_WARMF.xls'); 
  
  
%Import Guage Location File 
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Line1 = char('Version        3'); 
Line2lat = char('Latitude:'); 
Line2long = char('Longitude:'); 
Line3 = char('1MFLO'); 
%Diversion = textdata(2:end,2); 
Time = date(1:end,1); 
Flow = flow(1:end,1); 
CDSS = char('CDSS'); 
Flow = Flow./35.31; 
lat = num(1:end,35); 
long = num(1:end,34); 
Div_locID = num(1:end,5); 
Subbasin = num(1:end,37); 
Desc_Loc = text(2:end,6); 
writeTime = char('0000'); 
%Number of Gauges 
unqDiv = unique(Div_ID); 
nDiv = length(unqDiv); 
unqDesc = unique(Desc_Loc); 
nDesc = length(unqDesc); 
desc = regexprep(desc, '"', '' ); 
%Loop over each Gauge 
%Index Variables by Gauge Number 
%Write to WARMF Input Text Files 
for jDiv = 1:nDesc 
    %cd('G:\GageDBF'); 
    curDiv = unqDesc(jDiv,1); 
    %curDiv = unqDiv(jDiv,1);                       
    idxDiv = find(ismember(desc,curDiv)); 
    %if idxDiv < 1 
    %break 
    %end 
    if idxDiv  > 1 
         
    txtDiv = Div_ID(idxDiv,1);                        
    txtFlow = Flow(idxDiv,1);                           
%Indexing Data by Gauge 
    txtTime = Time(idxDiv,1);  
    txtFlow = num2cell(txtFlow); 
    txtDesc = desc(idxDiv,1); 
    %curDiv = regexprep(curDiv, '"', '' ); 
    idxDivLoc = find(ismember(Desc_Loc,curDiv));    
    txtLat = lat(idxDivLoc,1);                         
    txtLong = long(idxDivLoc,1);      
    txtSubbasin = Subbasin(idxDivLoc,1);% 
    unqSubbasin = unique(txtSubbasin);                       
    txtDesc = txtDesc(1,1); 
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    txtDesc = char(txtDesc); 
    txtDesc = regexprep(txtDesc, '"', '' ); 
    txtDiv = txtDiv(1,1); 
    outDiv = mat2str(txtDiv); 
    subbasin = mat2str(unqSubbasin); 
    outfile = strcat(subbasin,txtDesc,outDiv,'.FLO'); 
    %file = char(outfile); 
     
    cd('C:\Diversion_text'); 
    [fid, message] = fopen(outfile, 'wt'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%s\n%s   %6g %s %7g %s\n            %s    \n',.... 
    Line1, Line2lat,txtLat,Line2long,txtLong,txtDesc, Line3 ); 
    nLine = length(txtFlow); 
    for jLine = 1:nLine    
        outTime = txtTime(jLine,1); 
        outFlow = txtFlow(jLine,1); 
        writeFlow = cell2mat(outFlow); 
        DateTime = char(outTime); 
       DateTimeSplit = regexp(DateTime, '\ ', 'split' );  
       Date = DateTimeSplit(1,1); 
       Date = char(Date); 
       date = datestr(datestr(Date,23),24); 
       writeDate = regexprep(date, '/', ''); 
       if writeFlow == 0 
            
             if jLine == 1 
                fprintf(fid,'%s %s       %g  
%s',writeDate,writeTime,writeFlow,CDSS); 
             elseif jLine > 1    
                fprintf(fid,'\n%s %s       %g  
%s',writeDate,writeTime,writeFlow,CDSS); 
             end    
       end 
       if writeFlow > 0 
            
            if jLine == 1 
                fprintf(fid,'%s %s %02.3f  
%s',writeDate,writeTime,writeFlow,CDSS); 
             elseif jLine > 1    
                fprintf(fid,'\n%s %s %02.3f  
%s',writeDate,writeTime,writeFlow,CDSS); 
             end   
            
       end       
    end   
    fclose(fid); 
    end 




 SCRIPT A – 3 
 
 %Sort Lithology Data into MVS Pre-Geology File .pgf format. 
curDir = 'C:\Doe_Project\USGS Oil Shale Database 2009\Spreadsheets'; 
cd(curDir); 
filename = 'PiceanceTopsall_upGR_subset_edit.xls'; 
[typ, desc] = xlsfinfo(filename); 
Sheet = desc; 
nSheet = length(Sheet); 
header = {'X','Y','Z','Geologic_Unit_ID','Bore'}; 
  
%preallocate matrix for depth and mineralization data 
findata = zeros(50000, 5) * NaN; 
borename = cell(50000,1); 
  
%Counter 
totRows = 0; 
  
[num,txt] = xlsread(filename,nSheet); 
% Define Data from Spreadsheet 
bore = txt(2:end,1); 
depth = num (:,1); 
material = num(:,2); 
x = num(:,3); 
y = num(:,4); 
z = num(:,5); 
  
        %Find Number of different Bores 
        unqBores = unique(bore); 
        nBores = length(unqBores); 
         
        %Index Variables using Bores 
        for jbore = 1:nBores; 
            curBore = unqBores(jbore);  
            boreIdx = strmatch(curBore,bore,'exact'); 
            nRows = length(boreIdx); 
            curMaterial = material(boreIdx); 
            curDepth = depth(boreIdx); 
            curX = x(boreIdx); 
            curY = y(boreIdx); 
            curZ = z(boreIdx); 
            [curDepth, idx] = sort(curDepth); 
            curMaterial = curMaterial(idx); 
            curX = curX(idx); 
            curY = curY(idx); 
            curZ = curZ(idx); 
             
%             ndepth = 0; 
%             mRow = 0; 
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            %Sort Variables into MVS Matrix 
            for kRow = 1:nRows + 1; 
                %counter 
                totRows = totRows + 1; 
                %Create CellArray for Bore Names 
                borename(totRows,1) = curBore; 
                %curDepthn = curDepth(kRow,1); 
               %while curDepthn >  0   
                    
                %1st Row of each Bore 
                if kRow == 1; 
                    %X variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,1)= curX(kRow); 
                    %Y variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,2)= curY(kRow); 
                    %Z variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,3)= curZ(kRow) - curDepth(kRow); 
                    %Material variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,4)= curMaterial(kRow); 
                    findata(totRows,5)= curZ(kRow); 
                     
                %2nd Row of each Bore     
                elseif kRow == 2; 
                    %X variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,1)= curX(kRow); 
                    %Y variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,2)= curY(kRow); 
                    %Z variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,3)= curZ(kRow) - curDepth(kRow); 
                    %Material variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,4)= curMaterial(kRow-1); 
                    findata(totRows,5)= curZ(kRow); 
                     
                %Middle Rows of each Bore     
                elseif kRow > 2 && kRow < nRows + 1 ; 
                    %X variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,1)= curX(kRow); 
                    %Y variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,2)= curY(kRow); 
                    %Z variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,3)= curZ(kRow) - curDepth(kRow); 
                    %Material variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,4)= curMaterial(kRow-1); 
                    findata(totRows,5)= curZ(kRow); 
                     
                %Last Row of each Bore 
                elseif kRow == nRows + 1; 
                    %X variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,1)= curX(kRow-1); 
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                    %Y variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,2)= curY(kRow-1); 
                    %Z variable for current bore 
findata(totRows,3)= curZ(kRow-1) - curDepth(kRow-…1)- 
10; 
                    %Material variable for current bore 
                    findata(totRows,4)= curMaterial(kRow-1); 
                    findata(totRows,5)= curZ(kRow-1); 
                end 
              
             
              
            end 
        end 
         
        %Write Sorted Data to XLS sheet 
        line2 = {'Elevation','Geo Names'}; 
        line3 = {totRows,1}; 
        findata = findata(1:totRows,:); 
        borename = borename(1:totRows,:); 
        xlswrite('StratigraphyPGF',findata,'pgf','A4') 
        xlswrite('StratigraphyPGF',borename,'pgf','F4') 
        xlswrite('StratigraphyPGF',line2,'pgf','A2') 
        xlswrite('StratigraphyPGF',line3,'pgf','A3') 
        xlswrite('StratigraphyPGF',header,'pgf','A1') 
        
 SCRIPT A – 4 
 
%Read in Simulation Grid X,Y cell centriod coordinates and export 
proximity 
%look-up table form main ABMS simulation 
[num, txt, raw] = xlsread('Sim_Grid_PEIS_Resource_Points.xlsx'); 
  
nCells = length(num(:,1)); 
Cell_Proximity = zeros(nCells,9); 
Distance_table = zeros(nCells,1); 
  
for curCell = 1:nCells 
     
   curX  = num(curCell,3); 
   curY  = num(curCell,4); 
    
   for curDistance_Calc_Cell = 1:nCells 
        
       curDistance_Calc_CellX = num(curDistance_Calc_Cell,3); 
       curDistance_Calc_CellY = num(curDistance_Calc_Cell,4); 
       curDistance = sqrt((curX-curDistance_Calc_CellX)^2 +(curY-
curDistance_Calc_CellY)^2); 
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       Distance_table(curDistance_Calc_Cell,2) = 
curDistance_Calc_Cell; 
       Distance_table(curDistance_Calc_Cell,1) = curDistance; 
        
   end   
    
   Sorted_Distance_Table = sortrows(Distance_table,'ascend'); 
  
   Cell_Proximity(curCell,1) = num(curCell,2); 
   Cell_Proximity(curCell,2:9) = Sorted_Distance_Table(2:9,2).'; 
    
end     
 
 SCRIPT A – 5 
 
%Process Grid Enviorment Data into 'Simulation Grid Table' (SGD) 
[num, txt, raw] = xlsread('Full_Grid_Mahog_Boundary_Data.xlsx'); 
nCells = 3680;% Enter in Number of Cells in Grid 
nSGD = length(num); 
NumDat = num; 
Sim_Grid_Index_Id = txt(2:end,:); 
[num, txt] = xlsread('Data_Index.xlsx'); %Tabel with variable headers 
Data_Index = txt; 
nIndex_Id = length(txt); 
SGD = cell(nCells + 1,nIndex_Id+1); 
SGD(1,1) = {'CellID'}; 
SGD(2:end,1) = num2cell(NumDat(1:nCells,1)); 
SGD(1,2) = {'Area'}; 
SGD(2:end,2) = raw(2:nCells+1,3); 
for curC = 2 : nIndex_Id 
     
        curID = txt(curC,1); 
        [row,col] = find(strcmp(curID,Sim_Grid_Index_Id)); 
        SGD(1,curC+1)= curID; 
        SGD(2:end,curC+1) = num2cell(NumDat(row,7)); 
      
end 
 
 SCRIPT A – 6 
 
%Multi-Agent Simulation for Commercial Scale Oil Shale Production  




%Track Run Time 
tic; 
  
%Load Environment Data Input 
load('SGD_co_alt1.mat'); %Loads Variable 'SGD' 
load('Cell_Topology_co_alt1.mat'); %Loads Variable 'Cell_Proximity' 
  
%Construction Stage Drilling Data Variables 
Drilling_Rate = 8;  %feet/hour 
Drilling_Water_Use_Rate = 10; %gallons/foot 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate = 100000/24; %gallons/hour 
nDrill_Rigs = 8;% number of active drill rigs on a retort cell 
SnDrill_Rigs = 25; 
NnDrill_Rigs = 25; 
  
%Preallocate Simulation Output Arrays 
A_cell_data = zeros(500,44); 
E_cell_data = zeros(500,45); 
C_cell_data = zeros(500,44); 
N_cell_data = zeros(500,44); 
S_cell_data = zeros(500,45); 
A_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
E_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
C_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
N_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
S_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
Global_timestep_data = zeros(20000,12); 
A_Time_cell_data = zeros(1000000,6); 
  
%Retort Cell Loop 
Cells = SGD(2:end,1); 
nCells = length(SGD(2:end,1)); 
cellcount = 0; 
Upscale_factor = 1.25; 
  
%Time Step 
time_step = 24; 
writeRow = 0; 
hours = 0; 
%Company A (AMSO) 
%Wells 
A_Heater_Wells = 10; 
A_Production_Wells =11; 
A_Monitor_Wells = 24; 
  
%Company C (Chevron) 
%Wells 
C_Heater_Wells = 64; 
C_Production_Wells = 49; 
C_Monitor_Wells = 24; 
  
%Company E (Exxon) 
96 
%Wells 
E_Construction_Wells = 46; 
E_Production_Wells =100; 
E_Monitor_Wells = 184; 
E_Connection_Wells = 23; 
  
%Company N (Natural Soda Holdings) 
%Wells 
%N_Heater_Production_Wells = 11025; 
N_Heater_Production_Wells = 5510; 
N_Monitor_Wells = 24; 
  
%Compnay S (Shell) 
%Wells 
S_Heater_Wells = 10816; 
S_Production_Wells = 676; %Note Production Wells will be dewatering 
wells during construction phase. 
S_Monitor_Wells = 24; 




Upscale_Factor =1.25; %Factor applied to Oil Shale Heating for 
increased energy requirment for upscaling retort 
Surface_Facility_Energy = 80; %MJ/tonne 
MJ_MWh = 0.00028; %Convert MJ to MWh 
  
%Set Company Phase to 1 (Construction) 
A_cell_data(1,2) = 1; 
C_cell_data(1,2) = 1; 
E_cell_data(1,2) = 1; 
N_cell_data(1,2) = 1; 
S_cell_data(1,2) = 1; 
  
%Limit Company Cell Count 
Max_nA_cells = 500; 
Max_nC_cells = 500; 
Max_nE_cells = 500; 
Max_nN_cells = 500; 
Max_nS_cells = 500; 
% Intialize Company Cell Count 
A_Max_cell_count = 1; 
C_Max_cell_count = 1; 
E_Max_cell_count = 1; 
N_Max_cell_count = 1; 
S_Max_cell_count = 1; 
  
A_Loop_count = 0; 
  
%Main Simulation Loop tracking number of Cells in Retort Grid 
while cellcount <= nCells 
    toc 
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    hours = hours + time_step 
    %Seed Companies on Retort Grid at Simulation Start 
    %Select Random Cell Locations 
    if cellcount == 0 
         
        n=1; 
         
        A_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n)); 
        Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == A_active_cell,1} = []; % remove row 
        Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
        nA_cells = 1; 
        A_cell_data(1,1) = A_active_cell; 
         
        C_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
        Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == C_active_cell,1} = []; % remove row 
        Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
        nC_cells = 1; 
        C_cell_data(1,1) = C_active_cell; 
         
        E_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
        Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == E_active_cell,1} = []; % remove row 
        Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
        nE_cells = 1; 
        E_cell_data(1,1) = E_active_cell; 
         
        N_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
        Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == N_active_cell,1} = []; % remove row 
        Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
        nN_cells = 1; 
        N_cell_data(1,1) = N_active_cell; 
         
        S_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
        Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == S_active_cell,1} = []; % remove row 
        Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
        nS_cells = 1; 
        S_cell_data(1,1) = S_active_cell; 
         
        cellcount = cellcount + 5; 
         
    end 
     
     
 %Subsequent for Loops for each Company iterating over active cells 
and phases    
 %Company A (AMSO) 
 for curA_cell_idx = 1:Max_nA_cells    
      
    A_active_cell = A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,1);  
    A_phase = A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,2);  
     
    if A_phase == 1   %Drilling 
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        %TD_A_Heater_Wells  
        TD_A_Heater_Wells = (SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,44}-   
(SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,33} + 
SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,52}/2))*A_Heater_Wells; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,3) = TD_A_Heater_Wells; 
        %TD_A_Production_Wells  
        TD_A_Production_Wells  = (SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
(SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,33} + 
SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,52}/2))*A_Production_Wells; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,4) = TD_A_Production_Wells; 
        %TD_A_Monitor_Wells  
        TD_A_Monitor_Wells  = (SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
(SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,33}+ 
SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,52}))*A_Monitor_Wells; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,5) = TD_A_Monitor_Wells; 
        %Total Drilling Length 
        A_TL = (TD_A_Heater_Wells + 2000*A_Heater_Wells) + 
(TD_A_Production_Wells + 2000*A_Production_Wells) + 
TD_A_Monitor_Wells; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,6) = A_TL; 
         
        %if A_Drilling_Length <= A_TL  
        if A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,8) <= 
A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,6)  
            %Drilling_hours 
            A_Drilling_hours = A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,7); 
            A_Drilling_hours = A_Drilling_hours + time_step; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,7) = A_Drilling_hours; 
            %Drilling_Length 
            A_Drilling_Length = 
Drilling_Rate*A_Drilling_hours*nDrill_Rigs; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,8) = A_Drilling_Length; 
            %Drilling Water 
            A_Drilling_Water = 
A_Drilling_Length*Drilling_Water_Use_Rate; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,9) = A_Drilling_Water; 
            %Dust Control 
            A_Dust_Mitigation_Water = 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate*A_Drilling_hours; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,10) = A_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            %Construction_Phase_Water 
            A_Construction_Water = A_Drilling_Water + 
A_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,11) = A_Construction_Water; 
            %Write Data By Cell and Timestep 
            A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,4) = A_Construction_Water; 
            A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,1) = 1; 
            A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,2) = A_active_cell; 
            A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,3) = hours; 
        else %Set current cell to Phase 2 (Pyrolosis) and add 
additioinal cell to company list 
            A_phase = 2; 
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            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,2) = A_phase; 
            if A_Max_cell_count < Max_nA_cells && cellcount < nCells 
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==A_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
A_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    A_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    A_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
             
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == A_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
row 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nA_cells = nA_cells + 1; 
            A_cell_data(nA_cells,1)= A_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            A_cell_data(nA_cells,2)= 1; 
            A_Max_cell_count = A_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
             
        end  
        A_Loop_count = A_Loop_count + 1; 
    if curA_cell_idx == Max_nA_cells     
        break 
    end    
    end 
     
    if A_phase == 2 %Retorting 
        %if A_Pyrolysis_hours <= 26280 
        
  
         %Average Shale Grade Gallons Per Ton 
         A_GPT = SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,14}; 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,13) = A_GPT; 
         %Dry Density Kg / cu meter 
         A_dry_density =  -7.9118*(A_GPT) + 2133.9; %Alan Burnham 
Linear Fit 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,14) = A_dry_density; 
         %wet_density = -10.152*(A_GPT)+ 2289.9; %Kg / cu meter 
         %Rock Volume calculation for Pyrolysis Enthalpy 
         A_volume_rock = 
SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639*(SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,32}); 
%10.7639 Conversion  sq meters to sq feet 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,15) = A_volume_rock; 
         A_tonnes =   A_volume_rock*(A_dry_density/35.5)*0.0011; %35.5 
cu meters / cu feet ; 0.0011 tonnes/kg 
         A_Gallons_Oil = A_tonnes*A_GPT; 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,34) = A_Gallons_Oil; 
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         A_Dry_Shale_Energy  = 5.5643*(A_GPT) + 318.28; %Dry Shale 
MJ/tonne 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,16) = A_Dry_Shale_Energy; 
         %Wet_Shale_Energy = 1.9262*(GPT) + 565.92; %Wet Shale 
MJ/tonne 
         A_Total_Energy_Use = (A_Dry_Shale_Energy*Upscale_factor + 
Surface_Facility_Energy)*(MJ_MWh); %Total Energy MWh/tonne 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,17) = A_Total_Energy_Use; 
         A_Pyrolysis_Energy = A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %MWh 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,35) = A_Pyrolysis_Energy; 
         A_Heating_Rate = 7116.67; %MW/hour 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,37) = A_Heating_Rate; 
         A_Total_Pyrolysis_hours = A_Pyrolysis_Energy*A_Heating_Rate; 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,36) = A_Total_Pyrolysis_hours; 
          
        % If A_Pyrolysis_hours <= A_Total_Pyrolysis_hours  
        if A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,12) <= 26280  
         %Pyrolysis Time Step    
         A_Pyrolysis_hours = A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,12); 
         A_Pyrolysis_hours = A_Pyrolysis_hours + time_step;    
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,12) = A_Pyrolysis_hours; 
  
         %Water Use in Gallons by Power Generation Method 
         A_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  0.26 
Gallons/liter 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,18) = A_Water_Use_Wind; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; 
%Gallons  0.26 Gallons/liter 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,38) = A_Total_Water_Use_Wind; 
          
         A_Water_Use_SolarPV = 75*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,19) = A_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV = 
75*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,39) = A_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
          
         A_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,20) = A_Water_Use_CSP; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; 
%Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,40) = A_Total_Water_Use_CSP; 
          
         A_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,21) = 
A_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %Gallons  
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,41) = 
A_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,5) = 
A_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
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         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,1) = 2; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,2) = A_active_cell; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,3) = hours; 
          
          
         A_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 2000*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,22) = A_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 
2000*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,42) = 
A_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
          
         A_Water_Use_Nuclear = 3500*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,23) = A_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear = 
3500*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,43) = A_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
          
         A_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 25000*0.26*A_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,24) = A_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
         A_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*A_Total_Energy_Use*A_tonnes; %Gallons 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,44) = 
A_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
          
        else 
         A_phase = 3; 
         A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,2) = A_phase; 
         %A_Pyrolysis_hours = 0; 
        end    
        if curA_cell_idx == Max_nA_cells     
            break 
        end  
        A_Loop_count = A_Loop_count + 1; 
    end 
     
    if A_phase == 3 %Reclamation  
        A_Porosity = 0.15; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,25) = A_Porosity; 
        A_Area = SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,26) = A_Area; 
        A_Volume_Gallons = SGD{A_active_cell(1)+1,32}*A_Area*7.4805; 
%gallons 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,27) = A_Volume_Gallons; 
        A_PoreVolume = A_Porosity*A_Volume_Gallons; 
        A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,28) = A_PoreVolume; 
        A_InjectionRate = 4800000; %gallons per hour 
  
        %if Sweep is less than 20 pore volumes 
        if A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,32) < 20 
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            %Sweep Time Step    
            A_sweep_hours = A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,30); 
            A_sweep_hours = A_sweep_hours + time_step; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,30) = A_sweep_hours; 
            A_sweep_efficency = 0.15;  
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,31) = A_sweep_efficency; 
            A_Sweep = (A_InjectionRate*A_sweep_hours)/A_PoreVolume;  
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,32) = A_Sweep; 
            if A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,32) <= 1 
                A_Reclamation_Water_Use = 
A_InjectionRate*A_sweep_hours + A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,33); 
                A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,33) = 
A_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            else 




                A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,33) = 
A_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            end 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,6) = A_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,1) = 3; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,2) = A_active_cell; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,3) = hours; 
        elseif  cellcount == nCells    
            A_phase = 0; 
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,2) = A_phase; 
        else  
            A_phase = 0;  
            A_cell_data(curA_cell_idx,2) = A_phase; 
            %A_Sweep = 0; 
            %A_sweep_hours = 0; 
            if A_Max_cell_count < Max_nA_cells && cellcount < nCells 
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==A_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
A_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    A_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    A_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
            
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == A_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nA_cells = nA_cells + 1; 
            A_cell_data(nA_cells,1)= A_active_cell; 
            A_phase = 1;  
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            A_cell_data(nA_cells,2) = A_phase; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            A_cell_data(nA_cells,2)= 1; 
            A_Max_cell_count = A_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if curA_cell_idx == Max_nA_cells     
            break 
        end  
        A_Loop_count = A_Loop_count + 1; 
    end 
     
     
    if A_phase == 0 %Reclamation  
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,1) = 0; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,2) = A_active_cell; 
         A_Time_cell_data(A_Loop_count+1,3) = hours; 
         A_Water_Use = 0;  
        if curA_cell_idx == Max_nA_cells     
            break 
        end     
        
    end     
         
         
     
 end    
     
%Company C (Chevron) 
 for curC_cell_idx = 1:Max_nC_cells    
      
    C_active_cell = C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,1);  
    C_phase = C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,2);  
  
    if C_phase == 1   %Drilling 
         
        %TD_C_Heater_Wells 
        TD_C_Heater_Wells = (SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,44}- 
SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,40} - 
((SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,30})/2)+25)*C_Heater_Wells; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,3) = TD_C_Heater_Wells; 
        %TD_C_Production_Wells  
        TD_C_Production_Wells = (SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,44}- 
SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,40} - 
((SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,30})/2)+25)*C_Production_Wells; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,4) = TD_C_Production_Wells; 
        %TD_C_Monitor_Wells 
        TD_C_Monitor_Wells = (SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,44}- 
SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,40} - 
((SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,30})/2)+25)*C_Monitor_Wells; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,5) = TD_C_Monitor_Wells; 
        %Total Drilling Length 
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        C_TL = TD_C_Heater_Wells + TD_C_Production_Wells  + 
TD_C_Monitor_Wells; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,6) = C_TL; 
         
        %if C_Drilling_Length <= C_TL 
        if C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,8) <= 
C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,6)  
            %Drilling_hours 
            C_Drilling_hours = C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,7); 
            C_Drilling_hours = C_Drilling_hours + time_step; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,7) = C_Drilling_hours; 
            %Drilling_Length 
            C_Drilling_Length = 
Drilling_Rate*C_Drilling_hours*nDrill_Rigs; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,8) = C_Drilling_Length; 
            %Drilling Water 
            C_Drilling_Water = 
C_Drilling_Length*Drilling_Water_Use_Rate; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,9) = C_Drilling_Water; 
            %Dust Control 
            C_Dust_Mitigation_Water = 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate*C_Drilling_hours; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,10) = C_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            %Construction_Phase_Water 
            C_Construction_Water = C_Drilling_Water + 
C_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,11) = C_Construction_Water; 
        else  
            C_phase = 2; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,2) = C_phase; 
            if C_Max_cell_count < Max_nC_cells && cellcount < nCells   
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==C_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
C_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    C_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    C_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
             
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == C_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nC_cells = nC_cells + 1; 
            C_cell_data(nC_cells,1)= C_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            C_cell_data(nC_cells,2)= 1; 
            C_Max_cell_count = C_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
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        end  
    if curC_cell_idx == Max_nC_cells     
        break 
    end    
    end 
    
    if C_phase == 2 %Retorting 
         %Average Shale Grade Gallons Per Ton 
         C_GPT = SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,14}; 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,13) = C_GPT; 
         %Dry Density Kg / cu meter 
         C_dry_density =  -7.9118*(C_GPT) + 2133.9; %Kg / cu meter 
Alan Burnham Linear Fit 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,14) = C_dry_density; 
         %wet_density = -10.152*(C_GPT)+ 2289.9; %Kg / cu meter 
         %Rock Volume calculation for Pyrolysis Enthalpy 
         C_volume_rock = SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639*50; 
%10.7639 Conversion  sq meters to sq feet 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,15) = C_volume_rock; 
         C_tonnes =   C_volume_rock*C_dry_density*35.5*0.0011; %35.5 
cu meters / cu feet ; 0.0011 tonnes/kg 
         C_Gallons_Oil = C_tonnes*C_GPT; 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,34) = C_Gallons_Oil; 
         C_Dry_Shale_Energy  = 5.5643*(C_GPT) + 318.28; %Dry Shale 
MJ/tonne 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,16) = C_Dry_Shale_Energy; 
         %Wet_Shale_Energy = 1.9262*(C_GPT) + 565.92; %Wet Shale 
MJ/tonne 
         C_Total_Energy_Use = (C_Dry_Shale_Energy*Upscale_factor + 
Surface_Facility_Energy)*(MJ_MWh); %Total Energy MWh/tonne 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,17) = C_Total_Energy_Use; 
         C_Pyrolysis_Energy = C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %MWh 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,35) = C_Pyrolysis_Energy; 
         C_Heating_Rate = 7116.67; %MW/hour 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,37) = C_Heating_Rate; 
         C_Total_Pyrolysis_hours = C_Pyrolysis_Energy*C_Heating_Rate; 
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,36) = C_Total_Pyrolysis_hours; 
          
          
          
          
         % If C_Pyrolysis_hours <= C_Total_Pyrolysis_hours  
         if C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,12) <= 26280  
             %Pyrolysis Time Step    
             C_Pyrolysis_hours = C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,12); 
             C_Pyrolysis_hours = C_Pyrolysis_hours + time_step;    
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,12) = C_Pyrolysis_hours; 
  
             %Water Use in Gallons by Power Generation Method 
             C_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
0.26 Gallons/liter 
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             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,18) = C_Water_Use_Wind; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_Wind = 
0*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons  0.26 Gallons/liter 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,38) = C_Total_Water_Use_Wind; 
  
             C_Water_Use_SolarPV = 75*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,19) = C_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV = 
75*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,39) = 
C_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
  
             C_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,20) = C_Water_Use_CSP; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_CSP = 
600*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,40) = C_Total_Water_Use_CSP; 
  
             C_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,21) = 
C_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons  
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,41) = 
C_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
  
             C_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 2000*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,22) = C_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 
2000*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,42) = 
C_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
  
             C_Water_Use_Nuclear = 3500*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,23) = C_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear = 
3500*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,43) = 
C_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
  
             C_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*C_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,24) = 
C_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
             C_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*C_Total_Energy_Use*C_tonnes; %Gallons 




         else  
         C_phase = 3;  
         C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,2) = C_phase; 
         %C_Pyrolysis_hours = 0; 
         end  
         if curC_cell_idx == Max_nC_cells     
            break 
         end  
          
          
    end 
     
    if C_phase == 3 %Reclamation  
        C_Porosity = 0.15; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,25) = C_Porosity; 
        C_Area = SGD{C_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,26) = C_Area; 
        C_Volume_Gallons = 50*C_Area*7.4805; %gallons 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,27) = C_Volume_Gallons; 
        C_PoreVolume = C_Porosity*C_Volume_Gallons; 
        C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,28) = C_PoreVolume; 
        C_InjectionRate = 4800000; %gallons per hour 
         
        %if Sweep is less than 20 pore volumes 
        if C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,32) < 20 
            %Sweep Time Step    
            C_sweep_hours = C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,30); 
            C_sweep_hours = C_sweep_hours + time_step; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,30) = C_sweep_hours; 
            C_sweep_efficency = 0.15;  
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,31) = C_sweep_efficency; 
            C_Sweep = (C_InjectionRate*C_sweep_hours)/C_PoreVolume;  
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,32) = C_Sweep; 
            if C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,32) <= 1 
                C_Reclamation_Water_Use = 
C_InjectionRate*C_sweep_hours + C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,33); 
                C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,33) = 
C_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            else 




                C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,33) = 
C_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            end 
        elseif  cellcount == nCells    
            C_phase = 0; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,2) = C_phase; 
        else  
            C_phase = 0; 
            C_cell_data(curC_cell_idx,2) = C_phase; 
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            %C_sweep_hours = 0; 
            %C_Sweep = 0; 
            if C_Max_cell_count < Max_nC_cells && cellcount < nCells 
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==C_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
C_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
  
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    C_active_cell=cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    C_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end   
  
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == C_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nC_cells = nC_cells + 1; 
            C_cell_data(nC_cells,1)= C_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            C_cell_data(nC_cells,2)= 1; 
            C_Max_cell_count = C_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if curC_cell_idx == Max_nC_cells     
            break 
        end  
         
         
    end  
     
    if C_phase == 0 %Reclamation  
         
       C_Water_Use = 0;  
        if curC_cell_idx == Max_nC_cells     
            break 
        end   
    end    




%Company E (Exxon) 
 for curE_cell_idx = 1:Max_nE_cells  
      
    E_active_cell = E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,1);  
    E_phase = E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,2); 
         
         
    if E_phase == 1   %Drilling 
        %TD_E_Construction_Wells 
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        TD_E_Construction_Wells = (SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,46})*E_Construction_Wells; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,3) = TD_E_Construction_Wells; 
        %TD_E_Connection_Wells 
        TD_E_Connection_Wells = (SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
(SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,55} - 
SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,46})/2)*E_Connection_Wells; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,45) = TD_E_Connection_Wells; 
        %TD_E_Production_Wells 
        TD_E_Production_Wells = (SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,46})*E_Production_Wells; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,4) = TD_E_Production_Wells; 
        %TD_E_Monitor_Wells  
        TD_E_Monitor_Wells = (SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,46})*E_Monitor_Wells; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,5) = TD_E_Monitor_Wells; 
        %Total Drilling Length 
        E_TL = TD_E_Construction_Wells + TD_E_Production_Wells  + 
TD_E_Monitor_Wells + TD_E_Connection_Wells; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,6) = E_TL; 
         
        %if E_Drilling_Length <= E_TL  
        if E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,8) <= 
E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,6)  
            %Drilling_hours 
            E_Drilling_hours = E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,7); 
            E_Drilling_hours = E_Drilling_hours + time_step; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,7) = E_Drilling_hours; 
            %Drilling_Length 
            E_Drilling_Length = 
Drilling_Rate*E_Drilling_hours*nDrill_Rigs; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,8) = E_Drilling_Length; 
            %Drilling Water 
            E_Drilling_Water = 
E_Drilling_Length*Drilling_Water_Use_Rate; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,9) = E_Drilling_Water; 
            %Dust Control 
            E_Dust_Mitigation_Water = 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate*E_Drilling_hours; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,10) = E_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            %Construction_Phase_Water 
            E_Construction_Water = E_Drilling_Water + 
E_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,11) = E_Construction_Water; 
        else  
            E_phase = 2; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,2) = E_phase; 
            if E_Max_cell_count < Max_nE_cells && cellcount < nCells    
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== E_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
E_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
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                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    E_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    E_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
             
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == E_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nE_cells = nE_cells + 1; 
            E_cell_data(nE_cells,1)= E_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            E_cell_data(nE_cells,2)= 1; 
            E_Max_cell_count = E_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
             
        end  
    if curE_cell_idx == nE_cells     
        break 
    end 
  
    end     
  
    if E_phase == 2 %Retorting 
  
             %Average Shale Grade Gallons Per Ton 
             E_GPT = SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,14}; 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,13) = E_GPT; 
             %Dry Density Kg / cu meter 
             E_dry_density =  -7.9118*(E_GPT) + 2133.9; %Kg / cu meter 
Alan Burnham Linear Fit 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,14) = E_dry_density; 
             %wet_density = -10.152*(C_GPT)+ 2289.9; %Kg / cu meter 
             %Rock Volume calculation for Pyrolysis Enthalpy 
             E_volume_rock = SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639*50; 
%10.7639 Conversion  sq meters to sq feet 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,15) = E_volume_rock; 
             E_tonnes =   E_volume_rock*C_dry_density*35.5*0.0011; 
%35.5 cu meters / cu feet ; 0.0011 tonnes/kg 
             E_Gallons_Oil = E_tonnes*E_GPT; 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,34) = E_Gallons_Oil; 
             E_Dry_Shale_Energy  = 5.5643*(C_GPT) + 318.28; %Dry Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,16) = E_Dry_Shale_Energy; 
             %Wet_Shale_Energy = 1.9262*(C_GPT) + 565.92; %Wet Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             E_Total_Energy_Use = (E_Dry_Shale_Energy*Upscale_factor + 
Surface_Facility_Energy)*(MJ_MWh); %Total Energy MWh/tonne 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,17) = E_Total_Energy_Use; 
             E_Pyrolysis_Energy = E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %MWh 
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             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,35) = E_Pyrolysis_Energy; 
             E_Heating_Rate = 7116.67; %MW/hour 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,37) = E_Heating_Rate; 
             E_Total_Pyrolysis_hours = 
E_Pyrolysis_Energy*E_Heating_Rate; 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,36) = E_Total_Pyrolysis_hours; 
              
        % If A_Pyrolysis_hours <= A_Total_Pyrolysis_hours       
        if E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,12) <= 26280 
             %Pyrolysis Time Step    
             E_Pyrolysis_hours = E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,12); 
             E_Pyrolysis_hours = E_Pyrolysis_hours + time_step; 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,12) = E_Pyrolysis_hours; 
              
              
             %Water Use in Gallons by Power Generation Method 
             E_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
0.26 Gallons/liter 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,18) = E_Water_Use_Wind; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_Wind = 
0*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons  0.26 Gallons/liter 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,38) = E_Total_Water_Use_Wind; 
  
             E_Water_Use_SolarPV = 75*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,19) = E_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV = 
75*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,39) = 
E_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
  
             E_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,20) = E_Water_Use_CSP; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_CSP = 
600*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,40) = E_Total_Water_Use_CSP; 
  
             E_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,21) = 
E_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons  
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,41) = 
E_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
  
             E_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 2000*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,22) = E_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 
2000*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons 




             E_Water_Use_Nuclear = 3500*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,23) = E_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear = 
3500*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,43) = 
E_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
  
             E_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*E_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,24) = 
E_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
             E_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*E_Total_Energy_Use*E_tonnes; %Gallons 
             E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,44) = 
E_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
              
        else 
         E_phase = 3; 
         E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,2) = E_phase; 
         %A_Pyrolysis_hours = 0; 
        end    
        if curE_cell_idx == nE_cells     
            break 
        end  
    end 
  
    if E_phase == 3 %Reclamation  
  
        E_Porosity = 0.15; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,25) = E_Porosity; 
        E_Area = SGD{E_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,26) = E_Area; 
        E_Volume_Gallons = 50*E_Area*7.4805; %gallons 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,27) = E_Volume_Gallons; 
        E_PoreVolume = E_Porosity*E_Volume_Gallons; 
        E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,28) = E_PoreVolume; 
        E_InjectionRate = 4800000; %gallons per hour 
  
        %if Sweep is less than 20 pore volumes 
        if E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,32) < 20 
            %Sweep Time Step    
            E_sweep_hours = E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,30); 
            E_sweep_hours = E_sweep_hours + time_step; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,30) = E_sweep_hours; 
            E_sweep_efficency = 0.15;  
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,31) = E_sweep_efficency; 
            E_Sweep = (E_InjectionRate*E_sweep_hours)/E_PoreVolume;  
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,32) = E_Sweep; 
            if E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,32) <= 1 
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                E_Reclamation_Water_Use = 
E_InjectionRate*E_sweep_hours + E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,33); 
                E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,33) = 
E_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            else 




                E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,33) = 
E_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            end 
        elseif  cellcount == nCells    
            E_phase = 0; 
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,2) = E_phase; 
        else 
            E_phase = 0;  
            E_cell_data(curE_cell_idx,2) = E_phase; 
            %A_Sweep = 0; 
            %A_sweep_hours = 0; 
            if E_Max_cell_count < Max_nE_cells && cellcount < nCells 
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==E_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
E_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    E_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    E_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
            
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == E_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nE_cells = nE_cells + 1; 
            E_cell_data(nE_cells,1)= E_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            E_cell_data(nE_cells,2)= 1; 
            E_Max_cell_count = E_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if curE_cell_idx == Max_nE_cells     
            break 
        end  
    end 
     
     
    if E_phase == 0 %Reclamation  
         
       E_Water_Use = 0;  
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        if curE_cell_idx == Max_nE_cells     
            break 
        end     
        
    end      
    
 end 
  
 %Company N (Natural Soda) 
  for curN_cell_idx = 1:nN_cells    
      
    N_active_cell = N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,1);  
    N_phase = N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,2); 
  
    if N_phase == 1   %Drilling 
         
        %TD_A_Heater_Production_Wells  
        TD_N_Heater_Production_Wells = (SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,46})*N_Heater_Production_Wells; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,3) = TD_N_Heater_Production_Wells; 
        %TD_N_Monitor_Wells  
        TD_N_Monitor_Wells = (SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,44} - 
SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,46})*N_Monitor_Wells; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,5) = TD_N_Monitor_Wells; 
        %Total Drilling Length  
        N_TL = TD_N_Monitor_Wells + TD_N_Heater_Production_Wells; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,6) = N_TL; 
         
        %if N_Drilling_Length <= N_TL  
        if N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,8) <= 
N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,6)  
            %Drilling_hours 
            N_Drilling_hours = N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,7); 
            N_Drilling_hours = N_Drilling_hours + time_step; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,7) = N_Drilling_hours; 
            %Drilling_Length 
            N_Drilling_Length = 
Drilling_Rate*N_Drilling_hours*NnDrill_Rigs; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,8) = N_Drilling_Length; 
            %Drilling Water 
            N_Drilling_Water = 
N_Drilling_Length*Drilling_Water_Use_Rate; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,9) = N_Drilling_Water; 
            %Dust Control 
            N_Dust_Mitigation_Water = 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate*N_Drilling_hours; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,10) = N_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            %Construction_Phase_Water 
            N_Construction_Water = N_Drilling_Water + 
N_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,11) = N_Construction_Water; 
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        else  
            N_phase = 2; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,2) = N_phase; 
            if N_Max_cell_count < Max_nN_cells && cellcount < nCells   
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==N_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
N_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    N_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    N_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
             
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == N_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nN_cells = nN_cells + 1; 
            N_cell_data(nN_cells,1)= N_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            N_cell_data(nN_cells,2)= 1; 
            N_Max_cell_count = N_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
             
        end  
    if curN_cell_idx == nN_cells     
        break 
    end    
         
    end 
     
    if N_phase == 2 %Retorting 
         
             %Average Shale Grade Gallons Per Ton 
             N_GPT = SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,14}; 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,13) = N_GPT; 
             %Dry Density Kg / cu meter 
             N_dry_density =  -7.9118*(N_GPT) + 2133.9; %Kg / cu meter 
Alan Burnham Linear Fit 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,14) = N_dry_density; 
             %wet_density = -10.152*(C_GPT)+ 2289.9; %Kg / cu meter 
             %Rock Volume calculation for Pyrolysis Enthalpy 
             N_volume_rock = SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639*50; 
%10.7639 Conversion  sq meters to sq feet 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,15) = N_volume_rock; 
             N_tonnes =   N_volume_rock*N_dry_density*35.5*0.0011; 
%35.5 cu meters / cu feet ; 0.0011 tonnes/kg 
             N_Gallons_Oil = N_tonnes*N_GPT; 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,34) = N_Gallons_Oil; 
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             N_Dry_Shale_Energy  = 5.5643*(N_GPT) + 318.28; %Dry Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,16) = N_Dry_Shale_Energy; 
             %Wet_Shale_Energy = 1.9262*(C_GPT) + 565.92; %Wet Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             N_Total_Energy_Use = (N_Dry_Shale_Energy*Upscale_factor + 
Surface_Facility_Energy)*(MJ_MWh); %Total Energy MWh/tonne 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,17) = N_Total_Energy_Use; 
             N_Pyrolysis_Energy = N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %MWh 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,35) = N_Pyrolysis_Energy; 
             N_Heating_Rate = 7116.67; %MW/hour 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,37) = N_Heating_Rate; 
             N_Total_Pyrolysis_hours = 
N_Pyrolysis_Energy*N_Heating_Rate; 
             N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,36) = N_Total_Pyrolysis_hours; 
              
        % If N_Pyrolysis_hours <= N_Total_Pyrolysis_hours  
        if N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,12) <= 26280  
         %Pyrolysis Time Step    
         N_Pyrolysis_hours = N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,12); 
         N_Pyrolysis_hours = N_Pyrolysis_hours + time_step;    
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,12) = N_Pyrolysis_hours; 
          
          
         %Water Use in Gallons by Power Generation Method 
         N_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  0.26 
Gallons/liter 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,18) = N_Water_Use_Wind; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; 
%Gallons  0.26 Gallons/liter 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,38) = N_Total_Water_Use_Wind; 
          
         N_Water_Use_SolarPV = 75*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,19) = N_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV = 
75*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,39) = N_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
          
         N_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,20) = N_Water_Use_CSP; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; 
%Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,40) = N_Total_Water_Use_CSP; 
          
         N_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,21) = 
N_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %Gallons  
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,41) = 
N_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
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         N_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 2000*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,22) = N_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 
2000*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,42) = 
N_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
          
         N_Water_Use_Nuclear = 3500*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,23) = N_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear = 
3500*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,43) = N_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
          
         N_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 25000*0.26*N_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,24) = N_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
         N_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*N_Total_Energy_Use*N_tonnes; %Gallons 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,44) = 
N_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
              
        else 
         N_phase = 3; 
         N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,2) = N_phase; 
         %A_Pyrolysis_hours = 0; 
        end    
        if curN_cell_idx == nN_cells     
            break 
        end  
    end 
     
    if N_phase == 3 %Reclamation  
        N_Porosity = 0.15; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,25) = N_Porosity; 
        N_Area = SGD{N_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,26) = N_Area; 
        N_Volume_Gallons = 50*N_Area*7.4805; %gallons 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,27) = N_Volume_Gallons; 
        N_PoreVolume = N_Porosity*N_Volume_Gallons; 
        N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,28) = N_PoreVolume; 
        N_InjectionRate = 4800000; %gallons per hour 
  
        %if Sweep is less than 20 pore volumes 
        if N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,32) < 20 
            %Sweep Time Step    
            N_sweep_hours = N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,30); 
            N_sweep_hours = N_sweep_hours + time_step; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,30) = N_sweep_hours; 
            N_sweep_efficency = 0.15;  
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,31) = N_sweep_efficency; 
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            N_Sweep = (N_InjectionRate*N_sweep_hours)/N_PoreVolume;  
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,32) = N_Sweep; 
            if N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,32) <= 1 
                N_Reclamation_Water_Use = 
N_InjectionRate*N_sweep_hours + N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,33); 
                N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,33) = 
N_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            else 




                N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,33) = 
N_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            end 
        elseif  cellcount == nCells    
            N_phase = 0; 
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,2) = N_phase; 
        else 
            N_phase = 0;  
            N_cell_data(curN_cell_idx,2) = N_phase; 
            %A_Sweep = 0; 
            %A_sweep_hours = 0; 
            if N_Max_cell_count < Max_nN_cells && cellcount < nCells 
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==N_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
N_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    N_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    N_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
            
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == N_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nN_cells = nN_cells + 1; 
            N_cell_data(nN_cells,1)= N_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            N_cell_data(nN_cells,2)= 1; 
            N_Max_cell_count = N_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if curN_cell_idx == nN_cells     
            break 
        end  
    end 
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    if N_phase == 0 %Reclamation  
         
       N_Water_Use = 0;  
        if curN_cell_idx == nN_cells     
            break 
        end     
        
    end     
  end 
   
%Company S (Shell) 
 for curS_cell_idx = 1:nS_cells    
      
    S_active_cell = S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,1);  
    S_phase = S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,2);  
     
    if S_phase == 1   %Drilling 
         
        %TD_S_Heater_Wells 
        TD_S_Heater_Wells = (SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,53})*S_Heater_Wells; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,3) = TD_S_Heater_Wells; 
        %TD_S_FreezeWall_Wells 
        TD_S_FreezeWall_Wells = (SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,53})*S_FreezeWall_Wells; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,45) = TD_S_Heater_Wells; 
        %TD_S_Production_Wells 
        TD_S_Production_Wells = (SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,53})*S_Production_Wells; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,4) = TD_S_Production_Wells; 
        %TD_S_Monitor_Wells 
        TD_S_Monitor_Wells = (SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,44}-
SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,53})*S_Monitor_Wells; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,5) = TD_S_Monitor_Wells; 
        %Total Drilling Length 
        S_TL = TD_S_FreezeWall_Wells + TD_S_Production_Wells  + 
TD_S_Monitor_Wells + TD_S_Heater_Wells; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,6) = S_TL; 
         
        %if S_Drilling_Length <= S_TL 
        if S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,8) <= 
S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,6)  
            %Drilling_hours 
            S_Drilling_hours = S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,7); 
            S_Drilling_hours = S_Drilling_hours + time_step; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,7) = S_Drilling_hours; 
            %Drilling_Length 
            S_Drilling_Length = 
Drilling_Rate*S_Drilling_hours*SnDrill_Rigs; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,8) = S_Drilling_Length; 
            %Drilling Water 
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            S_Drilling_Water = 
S_Drilling_Length*Drilling_Water_Use_Rate; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,9) = S_Drilling_Water; 
            %Dust Control 
            S_Dust_Mitigation_Water = 
Dust_Mitigation_Water_Rate*S_Drilling_hours; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,10) = S_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            %Construction_Phase_Water 
            S_Construction_Water = S_Drilling_Water + 
S_Dust_Mitigation_Water; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,11) = S_Construction_Water; 
             
        else  
            S_phase = 2; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,2) = S_phase; 
            if S_Max_cell_count < Max_nS_cells && cellcount < nCells   
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== S_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
S_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
                if isempty(ia) == 1 
                    S_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
                else 
                    S_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
                end      
             
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == S_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nS_cells = nS_cells + 1; 
            S_cell_data(nS_cells,1)= S_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            S_cell_data(nS_cells,2)= 1; 
            S_Max_cell_count = S_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
             
        end  
    if curS_cell_idx == nS_cells     
        break 
    end     
         
    end 
    if S_phase == 2 %Retorting 
         
             %Weighted Average Bed44 to R2 Shale Grade Gallons Per Ton 
              




                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,4))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,
22)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,5))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,
23)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,12))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,30)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,20))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,38)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,11))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,29)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,19))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,37)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,10))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,28)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,18))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,36)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,9))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,
27)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,17))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,35)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53))))+ 
cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,15))*((cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1
,33)))/(cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,42))... 
                 -cell2mat(SGD(S_active_cell(1)+1,53)))); 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,13) = S_GPT; 
             %Dry Density Kg / cu meter 
             S_dry_density =  -7.9118*(S_GPT) + 2133.9; %Kg / cu meter 
Alan Burnham Linear Fit 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,14) = S_dry_density; 
             %S_wet_density = -10.152*(S_GPT)+ 2289.9; %Kg / cu meter 
             %Rock Volume calculation for Pyrolysis Enthalpy 
             S_volume_rock = SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639*50; 
%10.7639 Conversion  sq meters to sq feet 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,15) = S_volume_rock; 
             S_tonnes =   S_volume_rock*S_dry_density*35.5*0.0011; 
%35.5 cu meters / cu feet ; 0.0011 tonnes/kg 
             S_Gallons_Oil = S_tonnes*S_GPT; 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,34) = S_Gallons_Oil; 
             S_Dry_Shale_Energy  = 5.5643*(S_GPT) + 318.28; %Dry Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,16) = S_Dry_Shale_Energy; 
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             %S_Wet_Shale_Energy = 1.9262*(S_GPT) + 565.92; %Wet Shale 
MJ/tonne 
             S_Total_Energy_Use = (S_Dry_Shale_Energy*Upscale_factor + 
Surface_Facility_Energy)*(MJ_MWh); %Total Energy MWh/tonne 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,17) = S_Total_Energy_Use; 
             S_Pyrolysis_Energy = S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %MWh 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,35) = S_Pyrolysis_Energy; 
             S_Heating_Rate = 7116.67; %MW/hour 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,37) = S_Heating_Rate; 
             S_Total_Pyrolysis_hours = 
S_Pyrolysis_Energy*S_Heating_Rate; 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,36) = S_Total_Pyrolysis_hours; 
              
        % If A_Pyrolysis_hours <= A_Total_Pyrolysis_hours  
        if S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,12) <= 26280  
             %Pyrolysis Time Step    
             S_Pyrolysis_hours = S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,12); 
             S_Pyrolysis_hours = S_Pyrolysis_hours + time_step;    
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,12) = S_Pyrolysis_hours; 
              
             %Water Use in Gallons by Power Generation Method 
             S_Water_Use_Wind = 0*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
0.26 Gallons/liter 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,18) = S_Water_Use_Wind; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_Wind = 
0*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons  0.26 Gallons/liter 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,38) = S_Total_Water_Use_Wind; 
  
             S_Water_Use_SolarPV = 75*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,19) = S_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV = 
75*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,39) = 
S_Total_Water_Use_SolarPV; 
  
             S_Water_Use_CSP = 600*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,20) = S_Water_Use_CSP; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_CSP = 
600*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,40) = S_Total_Water_Use_CSP; 
  
             S_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons  
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,21) = 
S_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS = 
5000*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons  
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,41) = 
S_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Conventional_CCS; 
  
             S_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 2000*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
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             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,22) = S_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS = 
2000*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,42) = 
S_Total_Water_Use_Gas_CCGT_CCS; 
  
             S_Water_Use_Nuclear = 3500*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; 
%Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,23) = S_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear = 
3500*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,43) = 
S_Total_Water_Use_Nuclear; 
  
             S_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*S_Pyrolysis_hours; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,24) = 
S_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
             S_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC = 
25000*0.26*S_Total_Energy_Use*S_tonnes; %Gallons 
             S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,44) = 
S_Total_Water_Use_Coal_Pond_SubC; 
          
              
        else 
         S_phase = 3; 
         S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,2) = S_phase; 
         %A_Pyrolysis_hours = 0; 
        end    
        if curS_cell_idx == nS_cells     
            break 
        end  
          
    end 
     
    if S_phase == 3 %Reclamation  
        S_Porosity = 0.15; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,25) = S_Porosity; 
        S_Area = SGD{S_active_cell(1)+1,2}*10.7639; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,26) = S_Area; 
        S_Volume_Gallons = 50*S_Area*7.4805; %gallons 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,27) = S_Volume_Gallons; 
        S_PoreVolume = S_Porosity*S_Volume_Gallons; 
        S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,28) = S_PoreVolume; 
        S_InjectionRate = 4800000; %gallons per hour 
  
        %if Sweep is less than 20 pore volumes 
        if S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,32) < 20 
            %Sweep Time Step    
            S_sweep_hours = S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,30); 
            S_sweep_hours = S_sweep_hours + time_step; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,30) = S_sweep_hours; 
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            S_sweep_efficency = 0.15;  
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,31) = S_sweep_efficency; 
            S_Sweep = (S_InjectionRate*S_sweep_hours)/S_PoreVolume;  
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,32) = S_Sweep; 
            if S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,32) <= 1 
                S_Reclamation_Water_Use = 
S_InjectionRate*S_sweep_hours + S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,33); 
                S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,33) = 
S_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            else 




                S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,33) = 
S_Reclamation_Water_Use; 
            end 
        elseif  cellcount == nCells    
            S_phase = 0; 
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,2) = S_phase; 
        else 
            S_phase = 0;  
            S_cell_data(curS_cell_idx,2) = S_phase; 
            %A_Sweep = 0; 
            %A_sweep_hours = 0; 
            if S_Max_cell_count < Max_nS_cells && cellcount < nCells  
            [C,ia,ib] = intersect(cell2mat(Cells), 
Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)==S_active_cell(1),2:end)); 
            Cell_Proximity(Cell_Proximity(:,1)== 
S_active_cell(1),:)=[]; 
             
            if isempty(ia) == 1 
                S_active_cell = cell2mat(randsample(Cells,n));  
            else 
                S_active_cell = Cells{randsample(ia,n),:};     
            end      
            
            Cells{cell2mat(Cells) == S_active_cell,1} = []; % remove 
those rows 
            Cells = Cells(~cellfun('isempty',Cells)); 
            cellcount = cellcount + 1; 
            nS_cells = nS_cells + 1; 
            S_cell_data(nS_cells,1)= S_active_cell; 
            %Set new cell to Phase 1 
            S_cell_data(nS_cells,2)= 1; 
            S_Max_cell_count = S_Max_cell_count + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if curS_cell_idx == nS_cells     
            break 
        end  
    end 
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    if S_phase == 0 %Reclamation  
         
       S_Water_Use = 0;  
        if curS_cell_idx == nS_cells     
            break 
        end     
        
    end    
 end     
  
   
  
%Ouput Data for Each Timestep 
writeRow = writeRow + 1; 
%Time Step Count 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(A_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(A_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(A_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(A_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(A_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(A_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(A_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(A_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(A_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(A_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
A_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(A_cell_data(:,33)); 
  
%Time Step Count 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(E_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(E_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(E_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(E_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
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E_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(E_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(E_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(E_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(E_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(E_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(E_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
E_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(E_cell_data(:,33)); 
  
%Time Step Count 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(C_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(C_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(C_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(C_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(C_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(C_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(C_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(C_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(C_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(C_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
C_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(C_cell_data(:,33)); 
  
%Time Step Count 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(N_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(N_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(N_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(N_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(N_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
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N_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(N_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(N_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(N_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(N_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(N_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
N_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(N_cell_data(:,33)); 
  
%Time Step Count 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(S_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(S_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(S_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(S_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(S_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(S_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(S_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(S_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(S_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(S_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
S_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(S_cell_data(:,33)); 
  
%Time Step Count 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,1) = writeRow; 
%Drilling Water 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,2) = sum(A_cell_data(:,9))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,9)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,9)) + sum(N_cell_data(:,9)) 
+ sum(S_cell_data(:,9)); 
%Dust Mitigation Water 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,3) = sum(A_cell_data(:,10))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,10)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,10)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,10)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,10)); 
%Construction Water 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,4) = sum(A_cell_data(:,11))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,11)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,11)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,11)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,11)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Wind 
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Global_timestep_data(writeRow,5) = sum(A_cell_data(:,18))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,18)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,18)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,18)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,18)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Solar PV 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,6) = sum(A_cell_data(:,19))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,19)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,19)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,19)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,19)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water CSP 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,7) = sum(A_cell_data(:,20))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,20)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,20)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,20)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,20)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal CCS 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,8) = sum(A_cell_data(:,21))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,21)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,21)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,21)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,21)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Gas CCGT CCS 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,9) = sum(A_cell_data(:,22))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,22)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,22)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,22)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,22)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Nuclear 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,10) = sum(A_cell_data(:,23))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,23)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,23)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,23)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,23)); 
%Pyrolosis Energy Generation Water Coal Pond SubC 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,11) = sum(A_cell_data(:,24))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,24)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,24)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,24)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,24)); 
%Reclamation Water 
Global_timestep_data(writeRow,12) = sum(A_cell_data(:,25))+ 
sum(C_cell_data(:,25)) + sum(E_cell_data(:,25)) + 
sum(N_cell_data(:,25)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,25)); 
  
%Display Number of Active Cells and Time Step During Run   
cellcount = cellcount 
  
  
% End Simulation when all Grid Cells have been processed and reclamed    
Phase_Total = sum(A_cell_data(:,2)) + sum(C_cell_data(:,2)) + 
sum(E_cell_data(:,2)) + sum(N_cell_data(:,2)) + sum(S_cell_data(:,2)); 
  
if Phase_Total == 0 
    %Write Saved CSV files 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\A_cell_data',A_cel
l_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\C_cell_data',C_cel
l_data); 




    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\N_cell_data',N_cel
l_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\S_cell_data',S_cel
l_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\A_timestep_data',A
_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\C_timestep_data',C
_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\E_timestep_data',E
_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\N_timestep_data',N
_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\S_timestep_data',S
_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\Global_timestep_da
ta',Global_timestep_data); 
    
csvwrite('C:\DOE\Simulation\Matlab\Output\Alt1_Grid\A_Time_cell_data.d
at',A_Time_cell_data); 
   return  
end   
  



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B-51 Map of R0 zone structure. 
